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AP Photos

At left, President Bush addresses supporters at a rally at Southern Methodist University Monday in Dallas. Meanwhile, at right, Sen. John Kerry speaks in the Grand Aire hangar
at Toledo Express Airport in Swanton, Ohio, this morning. Kerry was making a last-minute swing through the northern part of the important swing state.
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Bush, Kerry sprint toward finish line

By The Associated Press
MILWAUKEE (AP) — President
Bush and Sen. John Kerry reached for
the finish line today in a campaign for
the ages. each claiming to be the strong.
steady leader needed in a time of terrorism. "The world is watching," said the
Democratic challenger in a race that
defied safe prediction.
"This election comes down to who
do you trust," Bush said as Air Force
One carried him to a half-dozen states
on a final full day of campaigning.
By election eve, uncounted millions
of Americans had voted early in 32
states, including more than 1.8 million
in Florida alone. Both campaigns
primed Election Day turnout programs
in battleground states from New
Hampshire to Nevada.
Democrats, claiming Republicans
were seeking to discourage minority
voters, won a pair of court rulings
Monday in Ohio that barred party representatives from challenging voters at
their polling places — only to see both
decisions overturned by a federal
appeals court just hours before polls
opened at 6:30 a.m. on Election Day.
The appeals court decision, in turn,

was appealed to the Supreme Court. well as Ohio and other Midwestern
There was no indication when a deci- states added to the uncertainty of the
sion would be made by the Supreme competition for 270 electoral votes.
Both rivals campaigned well into the
Court.
Just after midnight, votes were cast wee hours this morning — Bush in
and tallied in Hart's Location. N.H.. Dallas, Kerry in La Crosse, Wis.
About 8,000 Bush supporters
and in nearby Dixville Notch, giving
Bush 35 votes to 21 for Kerry. Ralph jammed into an arena at Southern
Methodist University at midnight, wavNader received one vote.
The nation's terror alert — a con- ing large cutout "Ws" and signs that
stant reminder of the attacks of 2001 — said "First Cowboy" and "Jenna
remained at yellow for most of the Rocks." The president was joined by
country, despite the emergence late last his wife, Laura, and their twin daughweek of a videotape of Osama bin ters, Jenna and Barbara, who blew kisses to the crowd.
Laden taunting Bush.
With the nation divided, Democrats
The war on terror aside, there were
fresh reminders of the election's stakes. needed ticket-splitters to help them gain
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist, 80 seats in Congress. Only nine of 34
and the cornerstone of a conservative Senate races on the ballot appeared
Supreme Court, disclosed he was competitive, seven of them in states
undergoing radiation and chemotherapy where Kerry had not seriously contestfor his thyroid cancer, a sign that he had ed Bush.
Texas, the president's home state,
a potentially grave form of the disease.
After nearly eight months of head- figured to have an outsized influence on
to-head campaigning between the pres- the battle for the House. There, five
ident and the Massachusetts senator, the Democratic incumbents with 82 years
final pre-election polls turned up tied seniority combined faced difficult chal— 49-49 in one CNN-USA Today- lenges as the result of GOP-engineered
Gallup survey, with Ralph Nader at 1 redistricting.
Kerry made six stops in four States
percent. Tight surveys in Florida as

School choice group
agrees to let schools
handle matter
By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
Advocates for School Choice came together Monday night at
the Curris Center for an informal meeting to discuss options concerning the current situation between Murray Independent and
Calloway County school districts. Wanting to keep both school
districts available for school choice, the group ultimately agreed
to leave both school boards alone for the next month so they can
work together and come to an agreeable solution, in hopes that
school choice will remain in place.
Although the group did discuss property annexation and some
have already started petitions for such action, they are hoping not
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

With a long line of voters waiting, April Hannah casts her vote inside
the voting booth at the Murray 10 precinct located inside Murray
Seventh Day Adventist Church this morning. At around 7:45. 89 voters had already casts ballots. An official said last May's primary election attracted approximately 130 all day.
on Monday — two each in Ohio and
Wisconsin — pledging to be an advocate for the middle class and those
struggling to join it. "I've heard your

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning and
Democratic challenger Daniel
Mongiardo made final pleas for
support Monday while crisscrossing Kentucky as their bitcampaign
bruising
ter,
approached its conclusion.
In separate fly-around tours
meant to squeeze in stops in farflung cities, the rivals stuck to
broad themes on the campaign's
final full day.
"Every vote is important."
Mongiarclo said during a stop in
Louisville, a heavily Democratic
area vital to his hopes for springing an upset on Tuesday. "That's
why we're going to continue to

struggles. I share your hopes. And
together, tomorrow we have a chance to

•See Page 2

emphasized. "I've been making
campaign Massachusetts.
"He is a Democrat and he is the same speech for the last
throughout
day, cunning as a liberal Democrat week," said Bunning. who
the
throughout with John Kerry on the ticket," toured Kentucky by bus last
the night and Bunning said in Lexington at the week.
Bunning mistakenly told a
day start of a seven-city tour with a
all
heavy focus on western small group of supporters that he
tomorrow."
Bunning, Kentucky. That region remains and Bush were on the ballot
Democratic by registration, but together in 1998, when Bunning
a
Republican, its conservative voters have was elected to the Senate h a
Bunning
stressed his increasingly backed Republican razor-thin margin. Bush was still
Texas governor at the time.
conservative candidates in federal races.
"I ran the last time with him
Bunning, who is seeking a
credentials and alliance with
President Bush, whose name second term, appeared with on the ballot, and I'm sure glad
atop the ballot could have ripple Bush at a rally . at Great he's on the ballot this time."
in Bunning said.
Park
Ball
effects on down-the-ballot races. American
Sen. Mitch McConnell. the
Bush is heavily favored to carry Cincinnati late Sunday.
Bunning said that Bush's state's senior senator, was standKentucky. Meanwhile, Bunning
tried to link his opponent with speech to tens of thousands of ing next to Bunning and quietly
Democratic presidential candi- supporters in Cincinnati focused
of on the same themes he has
John
Kerry
date

•See Page 2
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Senate candidates fly around state on last day
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Sheriffslogs

•School ...

Calloway County Sheriff's Dtpartment
• An iniury accident was reported at 6:31 p.m. Friday on Lancaster
Road about a half mile off Ky 94 EMS and Calloway County Fire
and Rescue were notified. Ten minutes later, the same caller reported the vehicle left the scene, heading north on Lancaster. The vehicle's description was unknown.
• A shed was reported on fire at 5:07 p m Saturday on Timber Ridge
Drive. CCFR was notified. The fire was out when firefighters arrived,
but two units stayed to spray down a smoldering fire
• An injury accident was reported at 7'51 p.m Saturday at Boggess
Road and Ky. 464
• Tires were reported on fire at the Ky. 68/80 two miles east of Ky. 94
at 11 p.m. Friday.
• Vandalism was reported to a Saddle Creek subdivision sign at 8:30
a.m. Sunday A criminal mischief case was opened.
• A possible injury accident was reported at 12.18 p m Sunday in
front of Pulmo-Dose on U S 641 Murray Police Department and
EMS were notified.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
• Franklin Tripp, 64. of Jackson, Miss . reported Oct. 22 someone
took his boat trailer valued at $700 from Town and Country Marina on
Kentucky Lake.
• Two thefts at the World Coon Hunt at Kenlake State Park were
investigated Oct. 22. Marc Ruble of Hillsboro, Ohio, reported the theft
of a tracker system valued at $1,100 and other items valued at $120
from his vehicle Dee Vaughn of Burnsville. Miss., reported the theft
of hunting-related items and a firearm totaling $1.800. Investigations
are continuing for both thefts.
• Deputy Kevin Mighell investigated a crash on Old Olive Road on
Sunday that resulted in the arrest of a Hardin woman. Mighell discovered a woman sitting in the vehicle and his investigation resulted in
the arrest of Carla Nell Henderson. 36. She was charged with driving
under the influence. She was lodged in the Marshall County
Detention Center
• Deputy Dan Melone was on routine patrol at 1.30 a m Sunday
when a traffic stop resulted in the arrest of a Hardin man Shane F.
Thompson, 21, of Hardin, was stopped for weaving on the road. He
was charged with driving under the influence and possession of an
open alcoholic.beverage in a motor vehicle. After continued investi-,
gallon and a search of the vehicle. Thompson was also charged with
possession of marijuana He was lodged in the Marshall County
Detention Center.
• Deputy Steven Oakley investigated an injury accident on Purchase
Parkway at the Interstate 24 ramp at 1225 p.m. Sunday. Amy L. Cox,
36, of Alm_ was exiting 1-24 eastbound to the Parkway southbound
She lost control on the wet road and left the shoulder, striking the
guardrail and coming to a rest in the median. Cox refused EMS transportation and was transported for medical treatment by a private
vehicle
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

Fletcher field rep times set
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Ernie
Fletcher announced
November field hours for the
western Kentucky representatives of the Local Initiatives for
a New Kentucky program.
LINK consists of seven
regional offices throughout the
state that are staffed with representatives.
The
offices
enable
Kentuckians,to voice their concerns and share suggestions
about how state government can

improve.
In Calloway County, the
hours will be from 3 to 4 p.m.
Monday at the courthouse in
Murray.
Graves County will have
field hours from 1:30 to 2:30
p.m. Monday at.the courthouse
in Mayfield.
Hours in Marshall County
will be 10 to 11 a.m. Nov. 15 at
the courthouse in Benton.
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Poinsettia Sak 2004!
gsrOW thru ?srOV. 19
Sponsored by Calloway Co. Homemakers
& Calloway Co. Band Boosters

pot — $750
81/2" pot —
(3 Plants to Pot)
61/2"

(5- 7 Blooms)

All money must accompany orders unless for
a business or a church.They will be invoiced.

•

Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahler
by Nov. 19. Plants can be picked up or delivered
on December 2 at the First United Methodist
Church Family Life Center.South Sth St
To place order by pfione contact Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452.Judy Stahler
at 753-7387 or booster refTina Carraway,759-1034

From Front
to have to follow through.
Sandy Morgan lives in the Crossfield
subdivision and has a child in kindergarten.
She has started a petition, and although she
feels confident that she can get 75 percent of
the signatures needed to annex because the
majority of children in the subdivision go to
Murray schools, she feels it could end up
dividing her neighborhood — something she
doesn't want to do.
-There are some people in our subdivision that do go to Calloway and there are
some elderly people that are concerned
about their tax rate increase," Morgan said.
-We are hopeful that the choice position will
continue here and vse do not have to have a
neighborhood that is split between two
school systems.
"It could tear our community apart and
we're not wanting to do that."
More than a hundred parents and concerned citizens participated in last night's
discussion, and although it was obvious that
some were upset about the current situation,
calm prevailed as they set out to accomplish
a task — help keep school choice.
Arvin Crafton has a grandson who is a
junior at Murray High School. Although
Crafton is not directly affected, he was present to support a community that is thriving
in part because of school choice.
"I think that we have two fantastic systems that get along well," he said. "Kids

spoke to about 150 raucous supporters — many of them young.
corrected his GOP colleague. Bunning touted the fact that
Bunning then interjected, "No, he'll be sandwiched between
without him the last time. This two popular Republicans. Bush
time I'm running with him."
and 3rd District U.S. Rep. Anne
Mongiardo's
campaign Northup, on ballots in Jefferson
pounced on Bunning's gaffe.
County.
"When Jim Bunning con"I need your help. I need your
fessed he hadn't read a newspa- votes. I need you to go out all
per or watched the news in six over Jefferson County, all over
weeks, maybe he meant six this area, and make sure that
years," said Kim Geveden, George W. Bush gets re-elected,
Mongiardo's campaign manag- and in the middle, Jim Bunning,
er.
and right behind me Anne
Bunning recently admitted he Northup."
wasn't aware that Army
Mongiardo branded his firstreservists had refused a convoy term opponent as ineffective.
mission in Iraq, saying he hadn't The Democrat also repeated his
read a newspaper in six weeks.
populist-tinged promises to help
Mongiardo, a surgeon and families strapped by high costs
state senator from Hazard, for health care, prescription
appealed to Bush supporters to drugs and college tuition.
back him and promised to work
"Jim Bunning can't talk
across party lines on such issues about those issues because he
as health care, education and job doesn't
understand
those
creation if elected. Mongiardo. issues," Mongiardo said. "He's
said Bunning was relying on been out of touch with the peosurrogates to bail him out.
ple of Kentucky."
-This guy can't stand on his
Bunning's big advantages in
own two feet with his own ideas. name recognition and campaign
and he had to have the president cash were offset by a series of
come in," Mongiardo said. "I gaffes and missteps that eroded
don't think the president's going his once-commanding lead in
to be able to prop him up to the polls and put Mongiardo
win."
within striking distance.
At a stop in Louisville
Bunning, 73, once compared
Monday evening, Bunning Mongiardo's appearance to one

From Front
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Dr. Ken Winters for State Senate
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Lyon
& Trigg Counties
• devoted husband and father
• Murray State graduate
•served as an officer in the Army
and Army Reserves
•served for 23 years at Murray State
•former President of Campbellsville
University
• when the Fruit of the Loom
factory closed, Ken helped
create a company that hired
many workers who had lost
their jobs
• active member of his church
• pro-life
• believes that marriage.
should be for one man
and one woman only

On November 2,
vote Ken Winters
for State Senate.

enue of $20.5 million, Murray receis es only
$11.6 million in tax revenue, according to
Rogers' research. Based on the 2002-2003
school report cards, Calloway County
spends $6,924 per student while Murray
spends $6,048 per student.
Although Calloway County claims that
school choice is causing them to lose $3,222
per student in state funds, Rogers said
Murray Independent Schools is having to
educate those students.
He noted that both boards have a fiscal
issue, adding that it's costing the Murray
school district more because they are having
to educate those additional students without
the benefit of those tax dollars.
The group decided to allow the two
school boards to work out the issues. Rogers
said that this is not the time to be placing
blame and writing letters in the newspaper.
noting that adding fuel to the fire is not
going to help get anything accomplished.
Dale Reid, superintendent of Murray
schools, said he would be meeting with
Steve Hoskins, superintendent of Calloway
County schools on Wednesday. He added
that he and the Murray School Board want
to get the dialogue started as soon as possible so they can come to an agreement.
Both districts are starting from scratch on
a new proposal. Both school boards will
meet Nov. I I. Calloway County will meet at
6 p.m. at Calloway County Middle School.
Murray will meet at 7 p.m. at the board
office.

have done well in both systems. Choice
allows parents to best meet the needs of their
kids. I don't think that one school system is
better than the other, but 1 think they are
very different school systems. Different people have different needs because of transportation and after school programs."
Many at the meeting echoed those
thoughts saying that which school system is
better is not the issue, but what school system is better for their family.
The issue of school choice came about
after Calloway County school officials
announced that they want to bring into balance the number of students leaving the district with those coming into the district.
Currently 433 students are leaving Calloway
County to go to Murray Independent School
District while only 241 students are leaving
Murray district for Calloway County
schoois.
Jamie Rogers, who helped organize the
forum, questioned those numbers, saying he
would like to see the reasons why those students are leaving their respective districts,
and adding that they may be new students
coming into the area or students who lived
in the city district then moved to the county
and didn't want to change schools.
He also presented some statistics that
showed 14.4 percent of students leaving
Calloway to go'to Murray while 15.5 percent of students leave Murray and go to
Calloway.
While Calloway County receives tax rev-

II Candidates ...
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AP Photo
Democratic U. S. Senate candidate Daniel Mongiardo,
right, is embraced by former U. S. Sen. Wendell Ford as
he talks with reporters during a stop Monday in
Louisville, Ky. On the final day of the campaign, both
Mongiardo and incumbent Republican Sen. Jim Bunning
flew around the state making several stops as they
stumped for votes.
of Saddam Hussein's sons. Then
he made an unsubstantiated
claim that opposition staffers
beat his wife "black and blue" at
a political picnic.
Bunning
acknowledged
Monday that he hasn't run a perfect campaign but declined to
elaborate.
"The only time I've ever
been perfect was for about two
hours in 1964,- Bunning,abaseball Hall of Famer, said in reference to a perfect game he
pitched for the Philadelphia

Stocks, Bonds,-'
a Whole Lot More
Hilliard Lyons offers
these investment
products, services,
and more. We have
the knowledge to fully
explain each investment opportunity to
you, as well as how
particular investments
might fit into your
financial strategy.
For further description on any of these
investments or services please call us. We
will be happy to provide further details.
Betty Boston, VP, CFI)*
Tom Ewing, CWA
Bob Jackson, VP
Court Square Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-3366 or(800)444-1854
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Phillies.
The Kentucky race carried
possible national implications as
Republicans and Democrats
struggled for control of the U.S.
Senate.
Larry Sabato, director of the
Center for Politics at the
University of Virginia, said
Bush's popularity in Kentucky
might be enough for Bunning to
hold off Mongiardo.
"My sense is that it's become
very competitive, but that
Kentucky is so Bush-red this
year that Bunning will be able to
pull it out, however narrowly,"
Sabato said Monday.
But Sabato hedged his prediction by adding, "If there's
one place in the country wr...
could be misforecasting,
Kentucky."
•
Mongiardo appeared witb
Illinois U.S. Senate candidatt.
Barack Obama at a late-nigib
rally Sunday at a union hall iØ
Louisville.
Obama. the keynote speaker
at the Democratic National
Convention
this
summer.,.
praised Mongiardo for his skill:
at uniting people.
"We're all in this together,"
Obama told a crowd of about
200. "That's the core of the
Democratic Party, that we're all
in this together."
Bunning
has
accused
Mongiardo of spreading false
rumors that he is mentally unfit
to continue his job. Mongiardo
denied the accusation.
Mongiardo got only 3 1/2
hours sleep overnight before.
arding a plane early Monday
or
campaign
stops
in
Owensboro
and
Paducah.
Mongiardo later made a series of'
stops in eastern Kentucky before'
a planned rally to wind up the'
day in Hazard, his Appalachian'
hometown. Bunning's flyaround took him to several cities'
before ending in his home of'
northern Kentucky.
Asked how he was holding
up with his grueling schedule.
Mongiardo replied, "This is a
vacation compared to surgery."
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By The Associated Press
Lawyers,
election-rights
activists and computer scientists
fearing mayhem at the polls
descended on Florida, Ohio and
other
battleground
states
Tuesday, vigilant for trouble
with such contentious matters as
provisional ballots and electronic voting machines.
New rules, new voters and a
tight presidential contest combined to create "a recipe for
problems" and the likelihood
that results won't be known for
weeks, said Sean Greene, who
was
assigned
to
watch
Cleveland polls for the Election
Reform Information Project, a
nonpartisan research group on
election reform.
Voters had already lined up
when polls opened in Miramar
and Fort Lauderdale, Fla. At one
location in Cleveland. Greene
said he watched as poll workers
tried to help one voter who didn't appear on any list find the
correct place to vote.
Nearly one in three voters,
including about half of those in
Florida, were expected to cast
ballots using ATM-style voting
Machines that computer scientists have criticized for their
potential for software glitches,
hacking and malfunctioning.
Chellie Pingree, president of
the citizens lobbying group
Common Cause, said she feared
poll workers faced with long
,lines would be pressured to
make quick but bad interpretations on rules governing registration validity and identification requirements.
"There's no question it's
going to be a high turnout,"
Pingree said today. "It's going to
just add more confusion, to
already overburdened, understaffed polling places, many of
which will have as many
lawyers and poll challengers as
they have people voting."
During the March primaries
in California and Maryland.
software bugs and inexperienced poll workers accideotaily
eliminated some races and
allowed voters to cast ballots for
contests in wrong precincts.
VerifiedVoting.org. a group
of e-voting critics organized by
gtanford University professor
David Dill, has recruited more
than 1,300 technology professionals to serve as poll monitors
Tuesday.
Both parties had thousands of
lawyers dispatched and on call
to respond to the first sign of
trouble.
In a decision early today, a
federal appeals court cleared the
way for political parties to challenge voters' eligibility at
polling places throughout Ohio.
A key problem is the lack of
a unified voting system for the
nation, the legacy of a patchwork of balloting technologies,
regulations, partisan bickering
and litigation.

"She's involvedfor yew.., taking action and making strides."
ACTIVMES7COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

tar

• Murray City Council 1999 - Present
• Summer in the Park Food Program Grant Coordinator
• Kentucky Black Caucus 2nd Vice President
• Character Counts Coalition of Murral.
• Murray Electric System Board Member
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AP Photo

Shane Frohnapfel, 17, called off school to help campaign for Senators John Kerry and
John Edwards today in Kent, Ohio.

From Front
make a difference." he said,
casting Bush as a friend of the
rich and powerful.
In Florida, Kerry said he
stood ready to assume national
command in a time of terrorism.
"I believe we can bring the
world back to the side of
America. I believe that we can
regain America's respect and
influence in the world, and I
believe we deserve a president
who knows how to fight a more
effective war on terror and make
America safe," he said.
In Milwaukee several hours
later, he pledged a "fresh start to
Iraq."
"I know what we need to do
and so do you. It is inexcusable
that American troops have been
sent to war without the armor
they need, without the number
of troops that they need, without
the ability to have allies at their
side, making America stronger.
This president rushed to war
without a plan to win the peace,
and we need a commander in
chief who knows how to get the
job done."
Bush campaigned across five
states before heading home to
Texas to vote on Election Day.
At one point, the two men and
their entourages nearly crossed
paths, the president preparing to
leave Milwaukee aboard Air
Force One in early afternoon as
Kerry's chartered jet was arriving.
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Managing Editor
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Advertising Mgr
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-There have been some tough
times in Ohio," Bush conceded
as he began his day in a state
that has lost 232,000 jobs since
he took office.
But he said the state has
5,500 new jobs since last month,
and added, "We are moving in
the right direction." •
He said his rival belongs in
the "flip-flop hall of fame" for
saying he voted for and against
legislation providing $87 billion
for troops in Iraq, but for the
most part, the 'criticism was
muted.
"The American president
must lead with clarity and purpose. As presidents from
Lincoln to Roosevelt to Reagan
so clearly demonstrated, a president must not shift with the
wind," Bush said. "A president
has to make the tough decisions
and stand by them."
Vice President Dick Cheney
was far more pointed. "The
clearest, most important difference in this campaign is simple
to state: President Bush understates the war on terror and has
a strategy for winning it. John
Kerry does not," he said in
Hawaii,
a
traditionally
where
Democratic
state
Republicans hoped to spring an
Election Day surprise.
Kerry's running mate, Sen.
John
Edwards.
was
in
Minnesota, Iawa, Ohio and
Florida, forecasting victory for
the Democrats at every opportunity.

"Tomorrow, hope
will
arrive," he said in Iowa,the state
where precinct caucuses provided the first returns in the race for
the White House more than nine
months ago.
With the polls so tight, the
biggest imponderable was
turnout.
Curtis Gans, director of the
nonpartisan Committee for the
Study
of the
American
Electorate, estimated that as
many as 117:5 million to 121
million voters would cast ballots, 58 percent to 60 percent of
those eligible.
The more the better, said the
Democrats, knowing that Kerry
couldn't win without carrying at
least one state Bush claimed in
2000. They argued that get-outthe-vote operations financed by
organized labor and other organizations would help them hold
Pennsylvania, where Al Gore
won in 2000. and take Ohio,
where Bush won.
Republicans counted on their
own nationwide effort to mobilize, particularly in small towns
and distant suburbs where they
hope the president's opposition
to gay marriage, abortion and
gun control give him an opening
with conservative Democrats.
Thus, while Bush was struggling in Ohio. Kerry was forced
to defend Michigan in the campaign's final hours, as well as
Iowa. Wisconsin and Minnesota.
Gore carried all four states in
2000.
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Among other problems, Ohio
Republicans had sought over the
past week to challenge some
35,000 voters, saying mail to
them was returned undelivered,
while in Colorado, GOP poll
watchers complained that election officials in a Democratic
stronghold failed to require
early voters to produce identification.
In Palm Beach County, Fla.,
on Sunday, authorities arrested a
freelance journalist taking pictures of voters waiting outside
election headquarters.
"From what we've seen so
far ... I think smooth is probably
not the word used to describe"
today's elections, said Kimball
Brace, president of the nonpartisan consulting firm Election
Data Services.
A federal law passed in
response to the 2000 election
mess required states to offer provisional, or backup, ballots to
voters who find they are not listed on the rolls, or whose eligibility is somehow in question.
The ballots are set aside and
evaluated after the election —
they could take 10 days or
longer to resolve.
But states have interpreted
the law differently. Millions of
newly registered voters may
wrongly assume they can vote at
any precinct in their city, town
or county. State officials and
courts have disagreed on
whether provisional ballots are
valid when a voter is at the
wrong precinct.
The measure also requires
first-time voters who registered
by mail to provide identification
when they show up at the polls,
though disputes have arisen over
whether to extend that to all
first-time registrants and what
documents count.
Add to that confusion: absentee ballots.
More than a dozen states
missed the recommended deadline to mail ballots overseas, and
in Florida's Broward County,
thousands of absentee ballots
went missing or got delayed.
As for electronic voting,
many of the problems —
whether acciden• tal or intentional — may not be known until
well after today — if at all. Most
of the machines, including all of
Florida's, lack paper records that
could be used to verify the electronic results in a recount.
Florida requires state election
administrators to count — and,
if necessary, recount — an election within 11 days. But lawsuits
could drag out the results for
weeks, even forcing the courts
to decide the outcome.
Four years ago, the Supreme
Court intervened in a recount
after 36 days, handing George
W. Bush a 537-vote victory in
Florida and with it the presidency.
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Experts bracing for
election problems
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Wishes for
election
night
By the time you read this,
half the country will have
voted. Or,
more precisely, half of
those registered to vote
are likely to
have cast
their ballots.
Scion the
polls on the Main Street
By Constance
east coast
Alexander
will close
Ledger & Times
and the
Columnist
returns will
swirl in like
confetti.
Candidates and their supporters will congregate in hotel
ballrooms, backslapping and
atta-boy-ing, as they nibble on
stale cheese straws,and sip box
wine.
But if tonight goes anything
like 2000, the outcome could be
uncertain for days, or even
weeks. In the end, no matter
who wins, I have some fervent
wishes for the day after.
First, unless there is an
unexpected landslide. I hope
the winner of the election is
rational enough to concede that
the race was close, and the
majority fragile. There will be
no chest thumping, no sneers of
"girly men" at runners-up, but a
sincere commitment made to
forge alliances to bring the parties together..
Rather than spending valuable time on same-sex marriage, legislators would focus
on more urgent questions like ,
the mounting deficit, the exorbitant cost of health insurance,
or tax reform that simplifies
and equalizes the process.
Immediate legislation could
address life-and-death issues
such as outfitting troops in Iraq
with life-saving eqUipment and
adequate support so tours of
duty do not have to be extended.
Instead of claiming that God
chose the winner. I hope the
candidates with the most votes
will have the grace and humility to thank the voters who put
her or him into office.
Each office holder at the
federal level should be required

to read the report of the 9/11
Commission and acknowledge
that no WMD's have yet been
found in Iraq, and that any
direct connection between the
events of September 11, 2001
and Saddem Hussein is negligible. In addition, the thousands
of hours of yet-to-be-translated
intelligence tapes will be taken
care of right now, in case information about other impending
attacks is contained therein.
Any Internet site, tv or radio
network that calls the results of
a voting district or state premaThe first presidential election since the United States
turely will be boycotted by a
plunged into its epochal war on
indignant public until 2008.
terrorism
was finally handed off
And while we are on the
to voters today, President Bush
topic, the new president might
declaring the "safety and prosappoint a blue-ribbon, bi-partiperity of America" is at stake
san commission to examine the
and Democratic challenger John
electoral process, including
Jerry saying "the hopes of our
country are on the line."
campaign finance and the
A dizzying final dash across
Electoral College, and make
the
Midwest and points south
recommendations for change
capped
a campaign that found
ensuring that each voter's ballot
the contenders deadlocked at
counts, and that elections do
every vital turn and stirred
not go to the biggest spender.
expectations that Americans, for
After today. I hope to see the once, were highly motivated to
vote.
Red State/Blue State terminolo"Today is decision day,"
gy shelved, since we are,
Kerry
told cheering supporters
regardless of the election's outat
an
airport
hanger in Toledo,
come, the United States of
Ohio, early this morning."You
America. Moreover, each citihave an opportunity now, this
zen might want to review the
day, to make fundamental
Bill of Rights and the articles of change in America, and the
the Geneva Convention to be
hopes of our country are on the
line."
reminded•of our country's
By all signs, voters were
responsibilities in peace and
engaged.
war.
At one polling place in a
With the spirit of our
Virginia suburb of Washington
Constitution renewed in the
— where there was no hotly
national conscience, we will
contested local race to spur
welcome discussion and disinterest — nearly 100 people
were in line when the polls
agreement on political issues,
opened
at 6 a.m., in a turnout
and remember that dissent is
that
one
voter said was the
not a sign of a traitor.
largest she had seen in 20 years
Last of all, individuals who
of voting at the location.
are unhappy with the election's
"Every election's important
outcome, will stop whinink and
... but my very survival is an
sniping and get involved. They
issue, and that never was," said
will write letters to elected offiMargie Miller, 55, of Baldwin,
N.Y., whose husband Joel died
cials who do not live up to their
standards: keep informed on the at his 97th-floor desk at the
World Trade Center in the Sept.
issues: even consider running
II attacks. "All I care about is
for public office themselves if
safety, safety, safety."
they believe they can do better.
The final pre-election polls
Election coverage begins at
turned up tied — 49-49 in one
7 p.m. on your local public
CNN-USA Today-Gallup surradio station, WKMS-FM,91.3. vey, with Ralph Nader at 1 percent. Tight surveys in Florida
For online election results, log
and a variety of Midwestern
on to http://elect.ky.gov.
states including Ohio deepened
the mystery over who would
collect the necessary 270 electoral votes.
"In all honesty, I don't think
it••••
it's possible to predict what's
going to happen," Democratic
vice presidential candidate John
Edwards said today on NBC's
"Today" show."I think we're '
going to see unprecedented
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
turnout.
I think we're going to
301 Cannon House Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
see huge voter participation.
www.house goy.Whitfield
1-202-225-3115
And when that happens, democracy works. So we feel very
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
confident, very optimistic."
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
The nation's first votes cast
1-202-224-4343
www Jim bunning@bunnIng senate.gov
and counted on Election Day, in
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
the mountain hamlet of Hart's
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
Location, N.H., reflected in
1-202-224-2541 (Washington tn
miniature what seemed likely to
be writ large across the country:
State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
a
horse race in votes, not just
Annex
Capitol
Frankfort,
Ky.
40601
Room 3291,
polls.
1-800-372-7181
Following a quirky tradition
State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
of post-midnight voting in New
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
Hampshire's North Country, 16
1-800-372-7181
web www.senjackson.com
people voted for Bush. 14 for
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By Calvin Woodward & Scott Lindlaw

It's Now In The Voters' Hands

aiNom

Our Elected Officials

AP Photo

Voters in line for the polls to open wrap around Independence High School in Roswell,
Ga. today to cast their ballot in the presidential election. Long lines at the polling places
in the predawn were the order of the day.
Kerry and one for Ralph Nader.
Bush beat Democrat Al Gore
17-13 in the hamlet in 2000.
The prospect of unprecedented legal challenges hung
over Election Day,each side
sending thousands of lawyers
into motion to monitor the
flood of newly registered voters
and mount hair-trigger challenges against any sign of irregularity.
In an 11th-hour blow for
Democrats in battleground
Ohio, an appeals court in
Cincinnati stayed lower court
decisions and cleared the way
for vote challengers to be present at polling places in the state
today. Democrats had claimed
Republicans were seeking to
discourage minority voters by
keeping party representatives
out of polling stations.
The decisions were quickly
appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court, where Justice John Paul
Stevens declined to overturn the
appeals court action in an order
issued little more than hour
before the polls there opened.
Bush finished his last campaign with a noisy homecoming
rally late Monday night that
packed an overflow crowd of
8,000 into a basketball stadium
in Dallas, a rare detour off the
circuit of battleground states.
His supporters hoped the
venue was a lucky charm — it
was the same stadium where he
held his last rally in his governor's race 10 years ago, beginning an unbroken string of electoral success.
Kerry stopped in Toledo en
route to Wisconsin for the rest
of the night. He was flying
home to Boston to vote and
await a verdict that no one
could foretell with confidence.
The policy-laden speeches
were finished and so. for the
most part, were the character
assaults that flew from both
sides for weeks.
"Let's go make it happen,"
Kerry implored a crowd in

making six stops in four states
Milwaukee. Bush and Kerry
— two stops each in Ohio and
came within a mile of each
other in Milwaukee and the
Wisconsin. "I believe that we
Democrat's motorcade encouncan regain America's respect
tered a procession of Bush cam- and influence in the world, and
I believe we deserve a president
paign buses just after the president had split off for Air Force
who knows how to fight a more
One.
effective war on terror and
make America safe."
Bush toned down the jabs at
Kerry during his six-state,
Bush said: "The American
seven-stop, 19-hour finale
president must lead with clarity
Monday but did not abandon
and purpose. As presidents from
them completely.
Lincoln to Roosevelt to Reagan
so clearly demonstrated, a pres"In the course of this camident must not shift with the
paign, my opponent has spent
wind."
much of his time talking about
the day that is gone," Bush told
There were few grace notes
a Monday night rally in
in the eight-month slugfest but
Albuquerque, N.M."I'm talkin the final hours, Bush ad coning about the day that is comsultant Mark McKinnon,
ing."
accompanying the president,
offered a nod to an opponent
The president lost New
who is known as a strong finMexico and Wisconsin in his
isher if a sometimes plodding
2000 squeaker.
starter.
Polls found not only a siz"They weht through some
zling contest again this time but
really tough times and they
a sense among people that this
election counted more than oth- never let it pull them down," he
said. Kerry "ran tough and
ers in the recent past. As well,
hard, and we ran tough and
untold millions took advantage
hard, and at the end I don't
of expanded opportunities to
think the campaigns are going
vote before Election Day in 32
to be looking back with great
states.
regret at what they could or
Altogether, those harbingers
should have done. I think we
raised hopes that voter turnout,
did it all."
usually anemic by comparison
with other democracies, would
Legal teams were just getting started, however, already
climb.
maneuvering and ready to
Miller, the Sept. 11 widow,
pounce on any sign of irregulardescribed herself as a loyal
ities that could be pivotal if the
Democrat but said she still had
election turned out to be a close
not decided who would get her
as polls suggested.
vote. "I'd like to know I'm
gonna live another 20 years,
The nation's terrorism-threat
that I'll have grandchildren,"
level remained at midrange yelshe said.
low, meaning elevated, for most
of the country, despite the
Bush and Kerry touched on
emergence late last week of a
that theme — people's safety
videotape of Osarna bin Laden
— until the final moments of
taunting Bush.
their almost relentlessly rancorous battle, both promising
steadfast leadership in the war
EDITOR'S
NOTE:
on terrorism and a single-mind- Associated Press Writer Nedra
ed focus on the nation's securiPickier, traveling with the Kerry
ty.
campaign, contributed to this
"I believe we can bring the
report; Calvin Woodward wrote
world back to the side of
from Washington.
America," Kerry said Monday,
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Obituaries
Roy Joshua Cunningham
Roy Joshua Cunningham, 88, Doublegate Road, Jeffersonville,
died Sunday, Oct. 31, 2004, at Veterans Administration Center,
Lexington.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was
a retired farmer and cabinet maker.
His wife, Mary Elizabeth Kindler
son, John
Cunningham, and
one
Cunningham, both preceded him in death.
Born Nov. 5, 1915, in Trigg County, he was
the son of the late Albert Sydney
Cunningham and Ruth Colley Cunningham.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Barbara Byrd,
Richmond, Mrs. Theresa Dowdy, Lexington, and Mrs. Joann
Popovsky, Festus, Mo.; two sons, Roy J. Cunningham Jr.,
Nicholasville, and Martin Cunningham, Morehead; one sister, Mrs.
Pauline Buchanan, and two brothers, W.A. Cunningham and Guy
Cunningham, all of Murray; nine grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Monday at 8 p.m. in the chapel of Herald &
Stewart Home for Funerals, Inc., Mt. Sterling. Mike Snyder and
Rick Cunningham officiated.
Burial will be today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m. at the Murray Memorial
Gardens, Murray.

Six killed in car bomb near
Iraqi Ministry of Education

Prosecutors say Peterson
sought bachelor life
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By The Associated Press
REDWOOD CITY, Calif.
(AP)- With just a day to sum'rnarize their case against Scott
Peterson, prosecutors painted a
picture of a man so desperate for
freedom from domestic drudgery that he turned to murder as
his only way out.
"He wants to live the rich, successful, freewheeling bachelor
life. He can't do that when he's
paying child support, alimony
and everything else," prosecutor
Rick Distaso told jurors Monday
-In closing arguments.
The defense was to begin its
closing arguments today, with
jurors expected to begin deliberations as early as Wednesday.
The trial is in its 23rd week after
testimony from 184 witnesses.
Peterson is charged with two
counts of murder in the deaths of
his wife. Laci, and the fetus she
carried. Prosecutors claim he
killed her on or around
Christmas Eve 2002, then
dumped her weighted body into
San Francisco Bay. Defense
lawyers claim someone else
abducted and killed Laci.
The remains of Laci Peterson
and her fetus were discovered
along a shoreline about :four
months later, a few miles from
where Scott Peterson claims to
have gone fishing alone the day
his wife vanished.
Prosecutors have claimed
Peterson's main motive for murder was to be with his lover,
massage therapist Amber Frey.
On Monday, Distaso elaborated
on that theme:"Amber Frey represented to him freedom.
Freedom is what he wanted."
Peterson developed a plan to
get out of that -dull, boring,
married life with kids," Distaso
added, reminding jurors of how
Peterson told Frey weeks before
Laci vanistied that he had "lost"
his wife.
• "He didn't want to be tied to
this kid the rest of his life. He

didn't want to be tied to Laci for
the rest of his life. So he killed
her," Distaso told jurors.
Distaso
then
attacked
Peterson's
alibi as a
last-minute
cover story.
Four days
before Laci
vanished,
Distaso
Peterson said,
Peterson
bought his first salt-water fishing pole."He bought it as prop,"
the prosecutor said.
Peterson had said fishing was
a last-minute decision, instead
of golfing, yet be bought his
two-day fishing license days
before. When he got home.
Peterson told neighbors he had
been golfing. He repeated the
story to one of Laci's relatives
before telling police he went
fishing.
"I don't care how upset you
are," Distaso said, "nobody forgets that you just got home from
fishing."
Distaso continued to show
what he said were the two faces
of Peterson - a man who told
reporters he couldn't even go
into his child's nursery because
it was too painful, and the same
man who turned the room into
a storage area for extra furniture before the bodies were
found.
-The two lives are catching up
on Scott Peterson," Distaso said.
Defense lawyers have suggested Peterson sought to sell his
home, fully furnished, and sold
Laci's car because of intense
media coverage and death
threats. Distaso called that
"ridiculous."
"The reason he's doing all
these things is because he knows
she's not coming back," Distaso
said.

Toddler OK after
rescue from well
By The Associated Press
FRISCO QTY. Ala. (AP)For hours under the eerie night
lights, a crowd watched and
prayed as a powerful drill dug
into earth with the most delicate
of tasks - freeing a toddler
trapped in the depths of an abandoned well.
Throughout the dig, specialized rescue crews kept their eyes
on grainy images from a tiny
camera dropped next to 22month-old Da'jour McMillian,
knowing it would only take a little bit of dirt to suffocate him.
After 13 hours, Dajour, dirty
and bruised but otherwise OK,
was brought to the surface just
before sunrise Monday, setting
off cheers, tears and cries of
"Praise the Lord!"
"I'm pretty hard-duty myself,
and I even teared up," said
Mayor Jim Cave, who was
among a crowd of 100 that
stayed at the site through the
long night.
The little boy's fall into the 14foot-deep well broke the Sunday
afternoon quiet in Frisco City, a
town of 1,500 about 60 miles
north of Mobile. He was playing
with his older brother and sister
in a vacant lot near his grandparents' house when he disappeared
down the narrow hole, which
was hidden by thick grass and
unknown to neighbors.
-The man who cuts the grass
didn't even know about it," said
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firefighter Jimmy Brown.
After the rescue, the child,
with his mother, Shaumeka
Wilson, was taken to University
of South Alabama Medical
Center in Mobile and listed in
good condition, giving an emotional, upbeat ending to a night
that Cave said "seemed like an
eternity."
"My family said a prayer during the night. It was real solemn
and quiet,- said neighbor Patty
Colbum.

By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - A
car bomb exploded today near
the Ministry of Education in a
busy commercial area in northern
Baghdad, killing six people
including a woman, according to
the Interior Ministry and hospital
officials.
kidnappers
Meanwhile,
released two Iraqi guards abducted along with an American, a
Nepalese, a Filipino and an Iraqi
from the Baghdad compound of a
Saudi company on Monday,
police and a U.S. Embassy
spokesman said today.
Spokesman Col. Adnan AbdulRahman of the Interior Ministry
said the 8:45 a.m. car bomb
occurred in the northern
Azamiyah district. Al-Nu'man
Hospital officials said six people
were killed, including one
woman. Ten others were wounded, including a 2-year old girl.
The blast detonated near the
Ministry of Education offices,
according to a ministry employee
who refused to give his name.
Most of the employees managed to escape unscathed but the
building's guards, who were in
the rear of the building, were
among the casualties, he said.
The two freed guards, who had
been beaten, were left blindfolded and handcuffed in Baghdad's
Hay al-Amil area late Monday,
said a police officer involved
with the investigation on condition of anonymity.
"Don't work with them again
or else we'll kill you," the kidnappers told the two men,
according to the officer. He said
he believed the two were freed
because they were from the
•
Fallujah area.
On Monday, assailants stormed
the compound of a Saudi company in the upscale Mansour district of western Baghdad and
seized the six during a gunbattle.
One guard and one assailant were
killed during the shootout, police
said.
The U.S. Embassy confirmed

AP photo
An American soldier finds a decorative AK-47 at the site
of a car bomb explosion today near an office of the Iraqi
Ministry of Education in Baghdad, Iraq.
that an American was abducted
but has not identified him.
The six were originally identified as an American, a Nepalese
and four Iraqi guards. The U.S.
Embassy today identified the
four remaining captives as an
American, a Nepalese, a Filipino
and an Iraqi.
The kidnapped Filipino is
believed to be an accountant,
sources speaking on condition of
anonymity said today. They said
Filipino diplomats in Baghdad
were trying to verify reports that
initially identified the man as
Roberto Torrongoy.
.The offices where the hostages
were abducted is about 500 yards

from the home of two Americans
and a Briton kidnapped by militants in September. All three
were later killed.
The abductees are believed to
work for the Saudi Arabian

Sewing By Steven

Construction
and
Trading
Company, or Satco. The company caters food and provides food
supplies to the Iraqi army and
others, a company official said
from Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Neighbors in the area described
seeing several cars filled with
gunmen, some blocking the road
to the house.
"We heard gunfire. I went outside to see what's going on when
a man pointed a machine gun at
ine and said: 'Get in or else, I'll
shoot at you," said Haidar Karar,
who lives in the neighborhood.
From his house, Karar saw "at
least 20 attackers, some masked
and some not." He said some
were wearing traditional Arab
robes and all were carrying automatic weapons.
Twelve Americans have been
kidnapped or are missing in Iraq.
At least three of them have been
killed - all beheaded in abductions claimed by an al-Qaidalinked group led by Jordanian
militant Abu Musab al-Zarqawi.
More than 160 foreigners have
been abducted this year by militants with political demands or
by criminals seeking ransom. At
least 33 captives have been
killed.
The abduction came two day
after authorities found the decap
itated body of another hostage.
24-year-old Japanese backpackei
Shosei Koda.
Al-Zarqawi's al-Qaida in Iraq
group said it had kidnapped
Koda and demanded a withdrav,al of Japanese troops from the
country.
Please Elect

PAT SCOTT
to

MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
#16 on the ballot
rie eat ei 21444
year Murray Fire Department employee &ape aft
•12 years as Department Head - -0freusza
-Leadership Murray Graduate
'Lifelong resident of Calloway County
"I want to work for YOU.

.31

Paid tor by Pat Scott 1715 Wiscrell Rd Murray w

When rush hour becomes

92eAd

CRUSH HOUR.

• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Doss Jones Ind. Avg.-1006331 + 8.92
52.73 • 0.07
Air Products
79.22 + 038
Anthem
1735 + 0.08
AT&T
.....
_41.47 • 0.10
BB&T .
26.80 - 0.16
Bell South
71.90 + 0.12
Briggs & Stratton
2332 • 0.04
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
81 91 + 0.07
Chevron Texaco Corp 52.86 - 0.09
Daimler Chrysler--.....__41.78 • 0.12
30.13 + 0.06
Dean Foods
48.61 - 0.21
Exxon-Mobil
13.10 -0.13
Ford Motor
34.02 - 0.03
General Electric
39.35 + 0.01
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -.43.06 .0.04
31.28 + 0.02
Goodrich ......
_9.93 • 0.15
Goodyear

prices as of 9 a.m.
HopFed Bank*.:..16.73 presious close
90.05 - 0.06
I 11 NI
12.33 - 0.11
Intel
15.18 + 0.02
Kroger
17.59 + 0.03
Mattel
19.48 - 0.10
McDonalds
28.40 + 0.12
Merck
28.23 + 0.15
Microsoft
14.61 - 0.17
J.C. Penney
49.69 + 0.39
Pepsico, Inc
29.00 + 0.20
Pfizer. Inc.
Regions Financial
14.83 • 0.09
Schering-Plough
17.78 + 0.15
1436 • 0.37
Sears
Time Warner
1637 - 0.01
28.66 - 0.03
US Bancorp
41.95 + 0.20
UST
Wal-Mart
54.07 + 0.22

The road to work is paved with dents and dings. If you
gel rammed in a traffic jam, can you afford to repair or
replace the transportation you depend on? Shelter auto
insurance coverage can help smooth the wrinkles and
crinkles you encounter along life's highway.

Jack Romaine

105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

759-1033

SHELTER
IA.SUR ANC F

Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

M-F

'Hilliard Lyons a a market maker in thts star*
AlC-p'Ct unchanged
Additional rnformatton evadable on request

LYONS
AigeHIWARD
HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
J.J.B.

MEMBER NESS YORK STOCK f XCYIANGE AND SIC

www.shelterinsurance corn

Seek Shelter Today'

RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT
PO

Carpet
Cleaner

'12"
Per Day
Rear Tine Tiller
Floor Buffer

Sod Cutter

Pressure Washer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere- Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

Drain Rooter

Over Seeder
& Power Rake

MURRAY HOME B AUTO

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT
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COMMUNITY
www.murrayledge

Emerson to attend
meeting in Frankfort

Garden Department

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Legislature's Special
Advisory Commission of Senior
Citizens' semi-annual two-day
meeting will be Thursday and
Friday at the Holiday Inn Capital Plaza Hotel.
Rowena H. Emerson of Murray, a member of the taxation
committee of the Purchase Area
Development District, and a
member of Murray/Kentucky
Lake Chapter of AARP, will
attend.
Presentations on elder abuse
and medical malpractice tort
reform will be given. At the
opening session, Dr. James
Holsinger Jr., secretary of the
Cabinet for Health and Family
Services, will speak on "Prevention of Elder Abuse, Neglect
and Exploitation." Senator Katie
Stine and Representative Jimmie Lee will respond.
The Thursday evening dinner meeting will feature a debate
between a representative of the
Kentucky Medical Association
and a representative of the Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys on "Protecting the Elderly
and Persons with Disabilities in
Medical
Malpractice
Tort
Reform." A member of the
National Conference of State
Legislatures staff will review the

Kerry Lambert, chairman of the local
efforts of various states to curb
unit of The Salvation Army, needs volunthe rising cost of medical malteers to help with the ringing of the Salpractice insurance.
vation Army Bell at Wal-Mart.
At the closing session FriRingers are needed for Nov. 26 and 27,
day morning, Bill Cooper, direcDec. 17, 18, 22, 23 and 24.
tor of division of aging servicLambert said "we invite any church, youth
es for the Cabinet for Health
civic groups, fraternities, sororities
group,
and Family Services, will disto help us provide for the
businesses
and
cuss"Aging Services in Kentucky
needs of Calloway County this year.
- Opportunities and Challenges."
For questions or to sign up for ringing,
The Special Advisory ComJo's
call Lambert at 762-1274 or 753-7265.
mission of Senior Citizens, forDatebook
mer in 1977, provides a forum
By Jo Burkeen
through which the knowledge
Community
and expertise of senior citizens
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Editor
can be utilized in dealing with
will meet Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
Club
problems facing all residents of
the state, as well as older Ken- club house. Kathy Keeney, Master Gardener, will speak about
"Bulbs for Cutting Gardens." Hostesses will be Deb Divine,
tuckians.
The commission, which makes Joy Morgan, Amy Agyeman and Renee Wynn. Donations will
recommendations to the Ken- be taken for Humane Society.
tucky General Assembly before
each legislative session, is divided into five subcommittees: ConHealth Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
sumer Affairs, health and Human
Services, Insurance, Taxation and offer blood pressure checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar
Transportation. The subcommit- screenings on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
tees discuss a broad range of to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart, Murray: and on Thursday from 89:30
issues and present their recom- to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot, Murray. For
mendations to the entire mem- information call 762-1348.
bership for ?..doption and transmittal to me General Assembly.
The 100-member commission
of composed of representatives
Calloway County High School Laker Soccer banquet will be
from Kentucky's 15 area devel- Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. The
opment districts and fur statewide deadline for tickets at $10 per person will be today. For more
senior citizens organizations.
information Call Harry Patterson, booster president, at 7535553.

Garden Department to meet

Health Express lists stops

CCHS Soccer banquet planned

Christian Women

MHS Soccer banquet planned
Murray High School Tiger Soccer banquet will be Nov. 8
at 6:30 p.m. in the Murray State University Curtis Center ballroom. The deadline for tickets at $13 per person will be
Wednesday. No tickets will be sold at the door. To purchase
tickets call Kim Black, 753-4852, Suzie Crook, 759-2493, or
from Patty Patterson at the MHS office.

Photos provided

Marlene Beach, scholarship chairman, right, of
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's, in top
photo, presents the annual horticulture scholarship
to Justin Sims of Dix, Ill., a student at Murray State
University. Also pictured are Elizabeth Pasco,
department treasurer, left, and Dr. Pat Williams, horticultural professor at MSU. Hostesses, bottom
photo, for the meeting were, from left, Shirley Lamb,
Carla Rexroat and Pati Williams.

Adult and Family Education plans class
Calloway County Adult and Family Education will begin a
"Getting Ready for College" class starting Nov. 8 and continuing through Dec. 8 with no class the week of Thanksgiving.
It will be on Mondays and Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. with a one hour break for lunch. This is for individuals
. who wish to go to college, but do not feel ready to take the
entrance exams. For more information and for registration call
759-5525 before Wednesday.

Local resident receives
alumna award at Harding

Alpha Gamma Rho plans fundraiser

from the University of Texas,
a master of arts degree from
Columbia University, and a
doctor of education degree from
Indiana University.
Cole also developed the
nursing program at Murray state
College and established a hospice program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She
served in the United States
Navy Nurse Corps in World
War II and was recalled for
duty during the Korean Conthrough
the
Nal:ty
flict
Reserves.
Cole is a member of Glendale Church of Christ, Murray.

SEARCY,Ark. — Ruth Elizabeth Cole of Murray, Ky.,
was named a Harding University Outstanding alumna Friday evening at the Black and
Gold Banquet, an annual feature of homecoming weekend.
The college of nursing honored Cole who was named an
honorary graduate of Harding
in 1993. She conducted the selfstudy and wrote the report for
the National League for Nursing accreditation of Harding's
college of nursing from 19781980. She is a professor emeritus from Murray State College in Kentucky and holds a
bachelor's degree in nursing

Brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity are offering their
services as their "First Helping Hand" philanthropic effort during this week. They will be available to any one in need of
lawn care, raking leaves, removing branches and other debris.
gutter clean up and any other tasks. All services are free, but
donations will be accepted to send to St. Jude's Children's
Cancer Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. To avail yourself of this special service, call 759-9011 anytime.

MHS Backboard Club will meet
Murray High School Backboard Club will meet Wednesday
at 5:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria to finalize plans for Tiger
Night. All persons interested in supporting Tiger basketball are
urged to attend.

Art Guild plans holiday sale
Murray Art Guild will have its annual holiday sale featuring a collection of fine arts and crafts with gifts for all seasons and all reasons on Friday and Saturday from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. at the guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons
will meet tonight at 7:30i p.m. at the lodge hall, on Highway 464, east of Almo.

Good Shepherd plans bazaar

Singles will meet tonight

INCREDIBLE VISION
A gas permable bifocal contact lens that really works for anyone who
is using bifocal glasses You cannot get this quality of vision from any
other source such as Las* Surgery, monocular fit, soft bifocal contact
lens or glasses.

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
We are having 80% success with these lens and have 98% of prescription lenses in stock.
$590.00
$50 It not successful
Succosstuity
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge to
come in and try these lens

Wayne Horton, seated right in top photo, discussed
the ministry for the Mexicans at University Church of
Christ at the October luncheon of Christian Women
of Murray. Pictured seated at right are his wife,
Candida and daughter, Molly, and standing, his two
aunts, Jo Lovett and Effie Kemp. Presenting the special feature was, bottom photo, Mary Ellen Smith of
Olde World Market, who showed and discussed
many of special items available at her store in
Murray.

Lutherans schedule bazaar

IIIEESSENTIAL DAY 5PA

Humane Society of Calloway County will have its annual
holiday bazaar and bake sale on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library meeting room. The
society will be taking donations of baked good, handmade
crafts and a variety of holiday items on Friday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the library. For information call 759-1884.

The annual bazaar at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main Streets, will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Handmade crafts, bake sale and free coffee will be available.

Humane Society plans bazaar

• m ‘sc,Act- TiviR ‘p)
'•F U I xl s • H %IR( ‘Ri

270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St • Munoy, KY 42971

Dr. H.C. Denhom
Optometrist

Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have its Christmas "Marketplace" Bazaar on Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Featured will be baked goods, breakfast, lunch, dessert, and
mini thrift shop. The church is located on Highway 121 South
at Cherry Corner Road.

JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photos

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles. For Information call Vicky at 753-3128. Laverne at
753-0181 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Pink I. Ills
•St.tAtus.i. •M %\i((.tos
WRAPS C1 Nths
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ELECT
on Nov. 2 for Murray City Council

Al-Anon meeting is tonight

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

ANNAZETTE FIELDS
• •

•
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Concept Salon

Al-anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

#I9 on the Ballot
• MSLI Director
of Equal Opportunil%
• MSU Craduate

• Leadership kentuck
• Hospic e ‘olunteer
• Douglass Reunion
Committee

"The Right Selection for the Election."

Salvation Army unit needs
bell ringers for holiday season

G14BA1414,WPAGEtimil
"Mc("kat (.1)Iiice Nit All YI,ur Mortgage Nrcds"

14. RITA'

PURCHASE,ZERO DOWN!

ear lzepeci

YOU SHOW US:

Consignment Cliniies

•Average credit (not perfect

Men • Women • Children
Tacky Formals 50's-70's Styles • Maternity • Nursing
111111111111111111=

•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money down
•Flexible, forgiving program
'Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Cr

Name Brand Clothos Out Daily
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207

-

All:1111

MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABIE

(270) 753-7407
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Ever wondered what the
story was behind these two
famous party animals?
The now-famous
Democratic donkey was
first associated with
Democrat Andrew
Jackson's 1828 presidential campaign.
His opponents called
him (a donkey), and
Jackson decided
to use the image
of the strongwilled animal on
his campaign posters.
Later, cartoonist Thomas
Nast used the Democratic
donkey in
newspaper Cartoons and
made the
symbol
famous.
Nast
invented
Nast
another
famous
symbol—the Republican
elephant. After the
Republicans lost the White
House to the Democrats in
1877. Nast drew a cartoon
of an elephant walking into
a trap set by a donkey. He
chose the elephant to represent the Republicans
because elephants are
intelligent but
easily controlled.

Primary Care donates computers
to Murray Indpenden chools
In today's ever advancing age
of technology, many local businesses upgrade their computer
software at a rapid rate.
Keeping up the hi-tech pace
no doubt paves the way to a
more
streamlined,profitable
business. In the wake of this
progression is an abundance of
valuable learning tools that need
not go unused.
Who better to afford these
tools than our area schools?
The physicians of Primary
Care Medical Center in Murray,
in keeping with their commitment to the health and wellbeing of the community, recently donated to Murray School
System a variety of computer
equipment ranging from IBM
computers and keyboards to
printers.
Ongoing
technological
progress is inevitable and children never cease needing and
wanting to learn, which makes
this a perpetual win-win situation.
By adding to area schools'
educational resources, you

e-mail: mIt@murrayledger.com

Playing it safe

Photo provided
Dr. Joyce Hughes presents equipment to some of Murray
Middle School's students and staff members.
assist Murray's exceptional
teachers in continuing to do
what they do best — planting
the seeds of knowledge. At the
same time, you make space for

the latest and greatest information systems.
Contact any area school
today and find out how you can
contribute!

Helping the victims

JOHN WRIGHTledger 8. Times Photo
Calloway County Preschool teacher Dana Dill helps
student Dakota Thorn over the rail and onto a ladder
that leads to the bottom of Calloway County FireRescue's Fire House exhibit during a recent visit to
the campus. Not shown is Firefighter Jim Farrier,
who helped Thorn climb down the ladder to safety.

Chloe plays dress up

Democrats
today say the
donkey is
smart and
brave,
while Republicans say the
elephant is strong and dignified.
SOURCE:
tactinonster corn

Presidential Facts
March 4, 1849, the day the
new president Zachary
Taylor would have taken
office, fell on a Sunday.
President James Polk left
on schedule but Taylor did
not take the oath until the
next day. So Missourian
David Rice Atchinson,
president pro tempore of
the Senate, "held down the
fort' until Taylor was sworn
in. Atchinson neither started a war nor raised any
taxes. He just left quietly
after 24 hours.

Pnnidential Quotes
"I sit here all day trying to
persuade people to do the
things they ought to have
sense enough to do without my persuading
them...That's all the powers of the President
amount to."
—Harry S. Truman
Roosevelt proved a man
could be President for life
Truman proved anybody
could be President; and
Eisenhower proved you
don't need to have a
President.
—Republican Senator
Kenneth Keating

JOHN WRIGHT,Ledger & Times Photo
Joining many Murray and Calloway County groups in trying to lend a helping hand
to hurricane victims in Florida, North Calloway Elementary School has donated
$630.36 through a spare change drive for the American Red Cross. Shown are,
from left: Maegan Worley, intern for the Red Cross' Murray-Calloway chapter; Holly
Webb, the chapter's executive director; Mikayla Kim, a fifth-grade student who
saved her money in a sock; Taylor Schaaf, a fourth grader who donated $40, most
of any student, and Catherine Sames, NCES guidance counselor.

MSU to host technology showcase
On Nov. 12, the 2004 Student
Technology Leadership Program
Showcase for Region I will be
held in the Curris Center. The
annual conference motivates students to develop their talent and
create leadership opportunities
through the use of technology.
Students of all ages are encouraged to participate.
The showcase displays students' technological creations or
demonstration of programs that
already exist. There are a wide
range of categories to suit different interests and levels of students. Students can choose to do
a project that offers service to the
community or that provides
instruction on a program that is

not well known. The digital an and building design. Visitors
Category offers an exciting dis- learned new things about complay; this collection features puter programs from students
graphic design, original art who were able to explain the
images. manipulated images and concepts of their works. Almost
900 students and their STLP
animation entries.
In addition to the displays, coordinators were in attendance
students may interview with a Similar numbers are expected
judge to explain their technical for this year's event. The projects
projects. STLP students who are will be on display on the third
maintaining school networks, floor of the Curris Center on
providing technical support to Nov. 12. The community is invitteachers, running help desks, and ed to view the exhibit between
helping with general trou- 10 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
For more information,contact
bleshooting may apply for this
college of education administraevent.
Last year's showcase fea- tive secretary, Melissa Elrod. at
tured displays that involved (270) 762 3817 or at
radio broadcasting, videography, melissa.elrod@coe.murand digitally composed music raystate.edu.

ARTISTS' 8t CRAFTER'S SALE
In Front Of

MAIM
AR'ITlig CRAFTS'
2539 E. Wood Street • Paris, TN

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13•9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Artists ft- Crafters!
Clean out your closet garage, basement
work room, studio, or craft supply shelf!
fritig your unneeded USAPLE supplies!
BUY • SELL • TRADE
Set up a table - bring a chair! JOIN THE FUN!!
Bring along your New Holiday Crafts, and also old Christmas decorations!
Call to reserve FREE space (731)641-9900 Tell your friends!
We will be setting up In the parking lot In front of the store in Odom's Lakeway
Village Shopping Center. If rain...we will set a later date.

Come have fun & make some money!

Photo provided
Jennifer Russell, P2 teacher at Murray Elementary
School, always dresses her dog. Chloe, to visit her
students. Chloe always brings treats for the children and they in turn have doggie treats for her.
This year Chloe was Snow White. Russell was
named Humane Educator last year.

"The only reason I always try to meet and know the
parents better is because it helps me to forgive their
children."
Louis Johannot

"If you promise not to believe everything your child
says happens al school. I'll promise not to believe
everything he says happens at home."
—Anonymous Teacher

Parents: You Never Thought
Your Job Could Be So Easy!
a parent. you uS De amazed to find Cu: Mat our children s martial arts
program was designed to make your lob easier by reinforcing the life
lessons and positive qualities that you work so hard to instill.

A

For example, our class curriculum is full of fun, exciting
activities and character development lessons that teach
and encourage students to:
•Treat themselves and others with respect
•Concentrate and always do their best work
•Serve as a positive role model for others
•Take responsibility for their actions
•Be proud of their accomplishments
Your child will enjoy our martial arts program because it's
exciting and fun, and you'll love it because well support
your role as a parent making your lob easier'
eak CLASSES FORMING NOW
CALL TODAY!
109 S. 15th St.• Murray, KY
weecare@murray-ky.net
OWNERS: Tung 8, Gerald Dinh

arttal ACts.'
Arnerici
l

tterschool '

r-,09,arn

MEMBER: NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL MARTIAL ARTIST'
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After hour drop-offs cost Angels Attic
By KRIS ADAMS
office has promised to help us
take care of this kind of probStaff Wnter
Angels Attic received a lot of lem. This very much so eats into
nice donations over the weekend the profit of what would go to
— a couch and chair, clothing, the clinic."
Angels Attic, located on
art work, shoes. Unfortunately,
no one will be able to benefit Chestnut Street, opened just
from them because they were over two years ago and was creleft while the business was ated specifically to offer financlosed and thieves ransacked cial assistance to Angels Clinic,
which provides free medical
what was left.
And what the thieves didn't care, medication and dental care
to families without health insurget, the rain did.
Although this occurrence ance.
The clinic opened its doors in
happens less frequently, Angels
Attic still loses money — not February 2000. With an operatonly in not being able to sell the ing cost of roughly $90,000
items, but in having to pay for annually, the clinic receives the
majority of that from the thrift
them to be hauled off.
"Never a month goes by that store.
But, the thrift store also helps
we don't have to pay disposal
fees," said Pat Osborn, manager those in the community by proof Angels Attic, adding that the viding neat and affordable used
KRIS ADAMS/Ledger & Times photo
thrift shop probably pays $1,000 clothing and household goods.
Pat Osborn, manager of Angels Attic, throws away clotheach month for garbage pickup.
"These donations can help in ing and shoes that were dropped off at the thrift shop
She also noted that when items a lot of ways," Osborn said. "It
the weekend. The items were a complete loss after
are rain soaked, it's more expen- could have gone to someone over
rain
damaged
what remained after some of the items were
sive because they have to pay by who needed it for a price they
stolen.
weight.
could afford. Somebody's self
Thanks to security cameras in esteem could have been held hailed with the price we could She also requested that smaller
the area, these incidences are intact by having to pay a dollar have gotten for these items."
items be dropped off during
decreasing.
for a pair ofjeans instead of havOsborn stressed that those operating hours of Tuesday
"It does happen pretty fre- ing to pay for new ones. with large donations, such as through Saturday from noon to 5
quently, but less and less so Somebody could have had a furniture or appliances, can call p.m.
because we have cameras, final- tooth filled, an x-ray, a blood the clinic for pickup so the items
For more information about
ly," Osborn said, speaking of test — whatever they needed.
don't have to stay out in the the clinic or to schedule pickup.
theft. "The county attorney's
"That could well have been weather when the shop is closed. call 762-0505.

1

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Murray Woman's Club member Carol Wimberley uses
a trowel to dig into the dirt one of the organization's
flower beds located at the intersection of 12th and
Sycamore streets Monday afternoon. A club spokeswoman said the members gathered at that time to
perform winter planting of pansies, and were racing
Mother Nature at the same time as they had been
given a break between rain systems, including the
one that began dumping heavy rain Monday night
and today.

Central Park Amphitheater
to be dedicated Sunday
The
Murray-Calloway
"The Murray Amphitheater is
County Parks and the Rotary a very worthwhile project," said
Club of Murray will hold a ded- Ronald Churchill, Rotary Club
ication ceremony for the Central President. "We hope that the
Park Amphitheater on Sunday, facility will enhance the social,
November 7 at 2 p.m. The com- educational and recreational
munity is invited and encour- value of this community."
aged to attend the ceremony that
A monument has been placed
will include speeches, recogni- at the amphitheater to recognize
tion of contributors and per- all of the individuals, firms,
formances by the Calloway civic groups and agencies who
County Laker Band.
contributed to the construction
For more than 20 years the of the facility.
Murray amphitheater was only a
The amphitheater was used
penciled notation on the original for the first time to celebrate the
design drawings for Central homecoming of the 438th
Park. With the cooperation of Military Police Company on
the Murray-Calloway Co. Parks September 7, 2003 when they
and the Murray Rotary Club, returned home from serving in
construction of the amphitheater Cuba.
began in 2002. Due to the help
In the event of inclement
of 30 local businesses and gov- weather, the dedication ceremoernment agencies, the amphithe- ny will be held on the deck of
ater was completed in August of the Playhouse in the Park. For
2003.
information, call 759-2199.

RE-ELECT
46-

Murray State Reading
Series presents poet
Anderson Thursday

LANCE ALLISON
for

CITY COUNCIL
vi #18
Raid to by Lance Aaron

oca ec ion esu ts in
Wednesday's Ledger & limes!

The Murray State Reading Series will present poet Daniel
Anderson Thursday.
Anderson is MSU's Nancy and Rayburn Watkins Endowed
Professor of Creative Writing.
He is the author of two books of poems, January Rain (1997).
and the forthcoming Drunk in Sunlight. He also edited The
Selected Poems of Howard Nemerov, which was listed as a New
York Times "Notable Book- in 2003.
Anderson's work has appeared in Poetry. Harper's. The Best
American Poetry, The Kenyon Review, New England Review.
The Yale Review, The Southern Review, and numerous other
publications.
The reading will be in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery at 7:30 p.m..
and is sponsored by the Department of English and Philosophy.
It is free and open to the publie. For more information, call George Hovis, director of creative
‘.k riting, at 762-4723.

USA WORKS
Dungarees

Brow ney
Flannel Shirts

Sizes 30x30 thru 44x32. 5
pocket relaxed fit. Long
wearing, classic comfort.
Non-rust hardware. Stone
washed for soft hand. Made
for tough rugged use Made
by hard working Americans,
for hard working Americans.

Sizes M-2X 100% yarn
dyed. Extra heavy. 2 flap
chest pockets Long tails
Button or snap front.

Package of 6 White
929-900-4 949-4 Reg 8 99

549

Style #1500W 15007 Reg 17 99

1 397,,

Style *2001W Reg 21 99

1997

Crew or Tube Socks

Year Round Suet

10
.

Big & Tall Sizes

121 913 5 Reg 99t
Reg 19 99

A

15

2/1 00

Sizes 46x30 - 5002
Reg 23 99

2197

1 1% Sweet
Horse Feed

Water Softener
Pellets

950-924-9 Reg 5 59

50 lb. poly bag. 99 8% pure.
Cleans resin and eliminates
odors. Prevents
rust build-up and stains.

519

470-004-0 Reg 397

„saw

stk

0.‘"
110
.
NT

12% Sweet
All Stock Feed

1 gallon All purpose
anti-freeze and coolant
838-006-8 Reg 549 Limit 2
rebates per household

549

149

!UNIX
ffr__ss2"'oS

stco

950-875-6 Reg 5 99

ra

Durex AntiFreeze

549

Sale Price

5°Mfg,
Mfg. Rebate

399

Your Final Cost

Sale prices good November 2-7, 2004.
Store Hours: Mon-Sat 8-8 Sun 10-6
700 A North 12th St. • Murray, KY
(270) 759-8150

(ORSCHEItO FARM&HOME

•••

-•

,

•-

•

•••
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ENTERTAINMENT

Murray Ledger & Times

'The Incredibles' lives up to its name
By CHRISTY LEMIRE

Movie Review

AP Movie Critic
Just when you thought comElastigirl (Holly Hunter, with a
puter-animated extravaganzas
sweetness in her gravelly drawl)
had devolved into little more
were placed in a relocation prothan a litany of played-out pop
gram after litigious citizens
culture references and some
resented being rescued against
swaths of bright color comes
their will.
"The Incredibles," a smart,
So now they're just Bob and
sophisticated,
much-needed
Helen Parr, living in a Frank
reminder — after "Shark Tale" Lloyd Wright-style house with
— of the best the genre can be.
their three kids: Violet (Sarah
The story of a family of Vowell), who can turn invisible
superheroes trying to live a nor- and create force fields; Dash
mal, suburban life undoubtedly (Spencer Fox), whose name
will call to mind the "Spy Kids" reflects his superhuman speed;
trilogy, and the film's futuristic, and baby Jack-Jack.
mid-century design aesthetic is
Jack-Jack Parr — I kid you
an homage to James Bond. But
not.
the latest release from Pixar
Bob spends his days cramAnimation ("Finding Nemo," ming his giant frame into a tiny
the "Toy Story" movies) has a insurance office cubicle, so he's
brain, a heart, and — best of all
only happy to get sucked back
— a strong script beneath the
into the life when the mysterious
striking visuals.
Mirage (Elizabeth Pena) comes
Writer-director Brad Bird
to him with a top-secret assignboldly follows up 1999's 'The
ment.
Iron Giant" with a film that's
He thinks he's traveling to a
equal parts charm and innova- remote island to take down a
tion. And delving into a supermonstrous,
multi-tentacled,
hero's inner life is all the rage "metallic orb (reminiscent of Doc
these days.
Ock from "Spider-Man 2") but
The crimefighter formerly
he's actually helping a selfknown as Mr. Incredible (richly
styled
superhero
named
voiced by Craig T. Nelson) Syndrome perfect his plot for
misses saving the day after 15
global domination.
years away. He and wife
Helen, Violet and Dash get

dragged into the action when
they try to save the family patriarch, and in the process they all
learn — without the slightest bit
of heavy-handedness — to have
faith in their own abilities.
"You have more power than
you realize," Helen tells Violet
during a high-pressure moment
— a fabulous message for any
young person to hear, but especially when it comes from a
mother to her daughter.
The film's characters are
hyper-stylized. but the backgrounds are often startlingly
realistic. The subtle lighting and
shadows, the tangible contours
on every strand of hair and every
leaf in every tree have gotten
Michael
even better. And
Giacchino's jazzy score is a perfect fit for the film's '60s-swank
visual scheme.

Home.
Auto
Farm.
IRA's
Nursing Home

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703

• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

1

www.kfbmurray.com

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

I ut-sithi, Nim,ernbcr 2, 2044 • 9

TV Listings Wednesday, November 3, 2004
WEDNESDAY MORNING
A BCD

The View I

News

Good Morning America X

Tony Daus

The View X

Matlock (in Stereo)

News

Today ;In Stereo)1

Tony Dann

Ellen Show

WSLABC 3 3 3
WSMV-NBC 4 4
WIVF-CIIS 5 5

News

Y8R
IThe Early Show X liontel Williams I The Price Is Right News
To Be Announced News X

News

Today In Stereo) X

VIPSDABC 6 6 6 6 News a

Arthur

Couch

9 9 2 3 Paid

Paid

Light-

Paid

Hatchet! Hatchet Judge Mathis X

WOTV-UPN 10 17 11 30 Paid

Paid

Utiles

Under-

Garfield Dennis

KFYS-CliS 12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show

The Early Show In Stereo)I
Hap

Hap

MN*

Hilibil-

Matlock (In Stereo) Nest of Night

Christ

Hagar

Ufe

Your

a,,

$5 Lunch
Hot Dogs, Potato Soup or Chili
Homebaked Pies & Drink

Come & Shop for Christmas!
28 Exciting Booths

Feed

Jacobs
Awards

Shrinks Barney

Sesame Street X

Lions

Tel.-

Mr

WDKA-W8 22 16 10

Sabrina Sabrina Paid

Paid

Bean-

Theta

Pitiel

Mamie Spin

ESPN

Chapel

24 29 26 8 SportsCenter X
ESPH25: No. 1

SportsCenter X

MTV

26 49 27 24 (5'00) MTV Video Wake-Up In Stereo)

TNT

28 27 39 14 The Pretender X

Angel :In Stereo)

TLC

29 41 41

Peep

Baby

UFE

30 52 31 31 At Lite

USA

32 51 49 5 Texas Ranger

AMC

34 58 29

HI-5I

Bus

SportsCenter X

SportsCenter X

Cold Pizza On Stereo)I

Series-Poker
Coal-

School

Chal-

Video Clash

MTV Hits

School

Charmed X

ER i In Stereo)I

ER 'Random Acts" Judging Amy X

Baby

Clean Sweep I

Wedding Sec

Mat-

Nanny

Golden

Nanny • Golden

Unsolved Myst _

The DistrictI

The DistrictI

Mad Abt Golden

Workout Sud-

Living

SpcdsCenter X

Cold Pizza In Stereo LAO I

25 30 25

Save

Paid

SportsCenter X

ESPN2

Nanny

Movie: *** "Go"(1999),Taye Diggs X Nash Bridges X

Mak-

Movie: r* Tay Har(1996, Drama)Al Pacino. *FY Semico

Lilo* [Movie:*** 'Tony Rorne"(1967)Frank Sinatra.

A&E

35 35 44 27 Shakespeare

Murder, She Wrote Third Watch :.'..

City Confidential

FAN

36 53 36 2 Spider

Two

Living

The 700 Club X

Gilmore Girls K:

Full Hse Full Hse.

NICK

37 22 24 4 Oddpar- Neutron Rugrats Sponge Dora

Blues-

Spider

Lazy

Back-

HGTV

43 36 18

Duvall

Room

Room

Crafters Collec-

SPIKE

44 33 30 23 Paid

Paid

WTBS

52 26 21 13 Saved-

Saved-

Movie: ** The Long Kr(1998)I

Digimon Rangers Bey-

Garden- Solu-

T1Pical

Guilts

Duvall

Dora

Blues-

Little Bill

Homes

Sensible

7 Days In Stereo) Deep Space 9
Deep Space 9
MacGyver X
Paid
Paid
Movie: Where Are Hy Chrldrenr(1994) Dawson's Cniek :X DOWSC4I'S Creek X Saved- Saved-

TOON

65 32 50

Jackie

Coden- Ed, End Grim

Looney Looney Sylves- Syhies- Scooby Scooby Torn 8 Jerry

COURT

66 61

Paid

Paid

Open Court

Trial Heal

BET

67 39

(HO)BET Morning Inspiration

BET Start

BET

CAM

70 34

(5:00) GMT Music

HBO

Ea 71 51

ClubhouseDetectives

MAX

765 72 54

Movie

'I

Paid

'Paid

106 8 Park: Top 10 Live

Movie: ofv? "Biker Boyz"(2003)PG-13 ** "Makbu's Most Wantefi Dr Swiss-Cat
Movie: **'The Medallion°K

Movie: *** 'Sweet Dreams"(1985)1 Movie: "The Thing Caged Love"(1993)

SHOW

TIX 73 52

MN

78 31 57

Koala

FUX

795

Movie Cops

HBO2

652

Movie

Movie: ''Mer(1999)'NR'I
Wiggles Niggly

Movie: ** "Joey"(1997) Jamie Croft X Movie:** The White Pony" Movie: 'Srcleracts"
JoJo

Wiggles !Stanley -Rohe

Higgly

Out-Box I Wiggles Koala

PBJ

Movie:*** "Educating Rota"(1983)X Movie:*2 "%Maxus"(1962) kkrtie: "Fireball500"(1966)

'Movie:*1
/
2 "Caddyshack II"(1988)'PG 17he Young and the Dearrir IMovie: *** "Gattaca"(1997)VG-13'Z

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

.5- CHARTER,B- MURRAY ELECTRIC.(- NI HMACOM,D- GALAXY

3:00
2:00 I 2:30
General Hospital Judy

12:00 I 12:30 I 1:00 I 1:30
WKPN-ABC All My Children it One Life to Live

3:30 I 4:00 I 4:30
News
News

Judy

ABC

News

News (1 ABC

Fortune

News X Enter-

W91-ABC All My Children re One Life to Live

General Hospital Larry Elder

;Monte' Williams

News

Days of our Lives Dr. Phil

'Oprah Winfrey X News

NBC

News

WfVF-C8S Y 8 R

Talk of the Town

News

CBS

News

Passions X

6:30

5:00 I 5:30 I 6:00
News

WS611140C News

Guiding Light X

As World Turns

News

Edition

VIPSDABC Days of our Lives Passions x.

Edition TBA

Dr. Phil

Jeo

Million- News :a.. NBC

WB8J-413C All My Children Ir One Life to Live

General Hospital Dr. Phil

WNPT-PBS Virtues Lions

Reading Cyber-

Shrinks Zoboo

Dragon Clifford Maya

KBSI-Fox

Brown

The 700 Club I

Paid

Maury IN)I

Fear FactorI

70s

Malcolm King Hill Simp-

Paid

Enter-

Mat.

Blind

Yes

Ray-

Brown

GM-

Ron H. Starting Over X
Guiding Light X
Magnum,Pi. X

Rockford Files

Fellow- lnspir-

Life

Bold

As World Turns

News ;In Stereo)

1110KA-WB Lite 8 Style

Free Admission •Door Prizes

Magnum,PI.1

inspir-

Clifford Dragon Caillou

Inspir-

Misr-

Mass

WIDIOBS To Read Pre GED Berens- Shrinks Zoom I Post-

Saturday, Nov.6
9 a.m.-2 p.m.

IJ. Meyer Family

WKMU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Arthur

INSP

Show

The Price Is Right Young-Restless

Inspir-

WGN

Woman 7s

Good Day Live I

IPat

Pat

Regis and Kelly

16 38 9 10 Chang- Belles-

KP/S-C8.5 News X Bold

X.1 141/Annual .

Divorce Justice

Home Delivery

17 83 28

Mis-

Mr

Jakers

People's Court

WON

W07V-UPN Paid

1qt

Tele-

INSP

Truths

Divorce News

Sesame Street I Booh- 'Barney

lions

Mr

The View I

Regis and Kelly

Good Morning America X

7 Good Morning
Caillou

KBSI-Fox

1130

Regis and Kii*yr

1.500) News

W181.1-AliC 7 7

1100

Jane holey

Good Morning America X

WKRN-ABC 2 2

VINPT-PBS 8 8

10:30

9:30 1 10:00

9:00

7:00 I 7:30 I 8:00 I 8:30

6:30

6:00

A- CHARTER, B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C.. MEDIACOM,l)- GALAXY

Jerry Springer :X.. Feud

0.

Feud

Mat-

Blind

Home Videos

Cosby

Cosby

Horn-

Pannun-

Yes

News X Ray-

Will

Chang- Hagee

Discos- Silty Top Ten

Fortune

News

Zoom X News-Lehrer

Arthur

Oprah Winfrey X News I CBS

Ellen Show
Bed

IPost-

News X Fortune

ABC

Oprah W nfrej X News

Will

Horn-

Hickey

Cerullo

Cyber-

Maya

Clifford Dragon GED

Bus)-

News-Lehrer

Poke-

Poke-

Yu Gi

Yu Gi

Cosby

Cosby

Basketball

Inter-

SportsCenter t:

NBA Shootaround

Series-Poker

NFL

ESPN

NFL's Greatest

NFL Films

Team Practice

Sports- NFL

Horn

ESPN2

Series-Poker

White-

NBA

NBA

NBA

Series-Poker

MTV

I Chai-

Friend

Friend

RealWri- RsalWri- ReallWri- RealWrl- TRL _

TNT

Judging Amy X

NYPD Blue I

Law & Order!

Law 8 Ordec..X._. Angel In Stereo) Charmed r•-•

Law 8 Order1

LTI.0

Pro-

Baby

Mat.

Trading Spaces

While You Out

Clean Sweep al

In a Fix

Strong Medicine

Nanny

Golden IGolden Every Woman's

1Chal'Wed-

Baby

NBA

Mat-

NBAF-

Football

Laguna Laguna Direct Effect

LIFE

Unsolved Myst.

USA

JAG i In Stereo)I Movie:*1
/
2 "Delenhon"(2003, kith) Movie:* "Coyote Ugly"(2000. Drama) The District .4.

JAG In Stereo)I

AMC

/
2 'Serpico"(1973)'Movie: ****'The Godfather"(1972, Drama)Marlon Brando, Al Pauno 'R' X
11:30) Movie:*-**1

°Pulp Fetion'll'

A&E

American Justice Movie:** The Long Kir'(1998)X

FAN

Family

Family

Step

Step

NICK

Back-

Lazy

Thom-

Rocket Rugrats Rugrats Oddpar- Neutron Sponge U Pick

Movie: Nowhere in Sight'(2000)I

Boy

HGTV

Decortit- Smart

Mission Design Design

SPIKE

Star Trek Gen.

Star Trek Gen.

WTBS

Costly

Harvey

TOON

Looney Looney Power- Dexter

Boy

Murder-Wrote

Nanny

City Confidential American Justice

Third Watch

FullHse FullHse Gilmore Girls »

Design- House

Outer

If Walls House

Real TV Real TV Maximum Exp.

MacGyver X

Arnold

Rugrats Neutron Oddpar-

Week-

Land-

Horn-

Turtles Trans

COURT Both Sides

Closing Arguments

Catherine Crier

BET

Student Center

lifTV

BET Now

Drew

Yes

Yes

Titans

HYPO Blue -if;

Movie

Movie: "Frankie and Johnny'(1991)II IMovie: * "Half Pas Dead"

SHOW

Movie

HUFF

Stanley . Pooh

Movie: cc* The Abyss"(1909) Ed Hams X
'Movie:*** "Rama:rig Rose"(1991)
House

House

Real Sports «

Ed, End

Cops X Cops I

Music

CUT Music

MAX

Ray-

Grim

1061 Park: Top 10 Live

IRap City: Tha Basement

HBO

House

CSI: Crime Scn

Seinfeld Seinfeld Ray-

HornTotally

Harvey Drew

Curb

Police Videos

Ed, Edd Ed. Edit Coden- Ozzy

Cosby

Smallville 'Heat'

7th Heaven «-

Access

Driven "Kid Roo

Movie: 10'2 "Biker Boyz"(2003) P0-13' Dr Seuss-Cat

Movie: ir* "The tn-Laws"(2003)X

Movie: *it* Pretty Woman"

Movie:*** "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels" Movie: "Crimes and thsderneanors'lE

Recess Lilo

Recess (Kim

) Proud

Even

ILizzie

'Sister

So

DISN

JoJo

FLIX

Movie: "ft Takes Two"(1988) "The Comedy of Tenorsle ** "Copsand Robbersons" Movie:*** "Educattng Rita"(1983) X Reptili-

1E302

For Love or Country Arturo Sandoval !Movie: *int Illit lekty,Felber"(1998)'Movie: *** -Max"12002, Drama)R IMovie: Vara"

WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:00 I 7:30

8:00 I 8:30

A- CHARTER.B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C. MEDIACOM,D-(;ALAX)
9:00 I 9:30

10:00 I 10:30

WKRN-ABC Lost "The Moth" X

The Bachelor (NI X Wife Swap (in Stereo News

WSIL-ABC Lost The Moth I

The Bachelor(N) X Wife Swap(in Stereo) News X

WSMV-NBC LAX (N)(In Stereo) X The West Wing X
WTVF-CBS 60 Minutes X

King

'Universe CSI: NY )In Stereo)

WPSD-NBC LAX ;Hi (In Stereo) X The West Wing X
WBBJ-ABC Lost The Moth'I

Law & OrderI
Law & Order X

10354-Fox

70s Show Ouintu-

Nanny 911 (N)I

Tuscan

Kevin Hill In Stereo) News

KFVS-CBS 60 Minutes :x_.

King

Friends

WON

Movie: ** lAildia (2000, Acbon) Dean Cain WGN News at Nine
Brkthrgh Zola

Your Day Life

Inspire-

Late Show f In Stereo) Entertain The Late Late Show

News X

The Tonight Show X Late Night iln Stereo Last Call

News

Smallville 'Jinx' I

News

NBA Basketball Miami Heat at New Jersey Nets.I

Time and Chance

Edition

Regency House

Becker I Drew

Paid

Entertain Cheaters Paid

Paid

Frasier X King

Late Show In Stereo: Friends

The Late Late Show

Home Delivery

Justice

Street

Wisdom

Feed

Inspir-

Inger-

Various

State

Work-

Tartan TV Charlie Rose(Ni I

Rose-

Rose-

Paid

Becker X Becker

Jack 8 Bobby i NI X Will

ESPN

Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live Seinfeld
Served

Oprah Winfrey X

Old Gospel

KMU-PBS Jubilee (In Stereo:'X Austin City Limits X Soundstagei
trOKA-W8 College Basketball

News

Universe CSI, NY In Stereo) ff. News X

INSP

Nightline Seinfeld

11:30 I 12:00 I 12:30
Nightline :Jimmy Kimmel Live
I
Seinfeld 'Jimmy Kimmel Live

The Tonight Show X Late Night In Stereo) Last Call

70s Show Malcolm Simp-

WOTV-UPN Next Top Model

11:00
Friends

News

The Bachelor (Kh lir Wife Swap i In Sim( I News

WNPT-P8S National Geographic Regency House Party IN)!

Friends

NBA Basketball: Los Angeles takers at Utah Jazz I

ESPN2

College Football South Florida at Alabama-Birmingham I'd Do Anything

Usborne Books at Home • Beauti Control • Baskets Delights

MTV

Rock

• Heskett Chiropractic Center • Lila B's • Stampin' Up

TNT

Law 8 Order X

• Tupperware Premier Designs, Inc.. Pampered Chef• Peggy's

TLC

Inc Fix IN)

While You Were Out iUrban Legends

In a Fix

Cottage Crafts •The Silver Chics • Avon •Bonsai Beds

UFE

Noels Everytant

Movie: "A Stranger at the Door(2004)X

Nanny

• Discover Toys • Crocheting Purse Patch • Sun Coast Silks

BSA

Law & Order SVU

Movie: "The Substitute3 Winner Takes AK

Nov* *it Ito SiialNie"(1988, Drama)Z Nash Bridges .- 1-

• Ceramic's by Pauline • Home Revue • Quilt Lovers of Murray

AMC

• Arbonne International • McGourd Creations • Cakes & More,

A&E

Amer. Justice

Princess House • Southern Living at Home • First Baptist

FAM

Movie: **** 'A Labe Princess"(1995)

NICK

Sponge

Church • Potpourri Craft Club • Creative Memories
Free Blood Pressure Checks by Dept. of Nursing, MSU

First United Methodist Church
S. Fifth St.• Murray
Hosted by Calloway County Homemakers
and co-sponsored by Murray Ledger & Times
and Chamber of Commerce
For more information, phone 753-7387

Pimp

Pimp

Pimp

Law 8 OrderI

:Made(N)in Stereo) Laguna

Whose?

HGTV

Renovatn Building Sensible ,Mission .Curb

SPIKE

CSI: Crime Scn

Seinield

Friends

Friends

Ouy

Vu-Gi-Oh! Coden-

COURT
BET
CIO/

The investigators
Parkars

Girl-

The Outlaws Concert

Curb

Motif: "A hapharcsre on On Skeer(1984)

WTBS

Forensic

Seinfeld

Sex 8

Totally

Tn-Titans Static

IPsychic

Crossing Jordan X

Sex &

Viva Barn

Nanny

Golden

Providence:a

Amer. Justice

Family

Airline

Fam. Mat Fain. Mat Paid

Paid
Boss?

I

Rose-

Fresh Pr, Fresh Pr. Boss?

Dream

Renovain Building Sensible Mission

MXC

MXC

He's a Lady
Futurama Family
News

Police Videos

The Investigators

Morning After: 40 Greatest Drinking Songs Driven ''Kod Rock"
The Wire In Stereo' Inside the NFL IN) X Family

Blind

Ship-

Molt Itavi 'Angel Eyes R001 /41/4107111111
Lupin the
Sealab Ilnuyasha Closed

I'm Living Midnight Love

Forensic Psychic
Comicview
CkfT Music

Reel Time ;In Stereo' Movie: ** "Bad Boys r(2003)

Movie Dr Polar
Nevi.

SHOW

Movie: ** 2 'Dark fillie"(2002) Kurt Russet Movie:**t? 'Paid in Ftr(2002) HUFF
Boy
Sister
Even
Lizzie
Movie: rii ItostAwber(2004)*NR'I

14802

Barn

The X-Flles

House

Forensics Forensics Masterminds

Coming to the Stage C,ornicview

Fastbreak Streetbell

Rose-

MAX

FUX

Chat-

Male:**a "Ache Bow"(1907, Drama)Pain Grier Premier's"?'

HBO

DISH

Chal-

While You Were Out Urban Legends
Golden

Whose? The 700 Club X

fresh P. Cosby
Full Hat ;Full Hse. ,

TOON

Laguna

Movie: 'The Lle"(2004)Bruce Gilienwood. The X-Files

6:00) Movie:***1:: "Pulp Ftlion"(1994)ft FilmFakers I hi] 'I
Family
Airline X Biography 'Melanie
Unfab

NFL Live NFL

Cops! Extra AL
,
SportsCenter ;Live)

NOV*: et 'Wrong Tom"(2003) Movie: 'The Medelion"(2033)1 Erotic

Movie: 'forbidden"(2001)NB' 'Redline'
Movie: ii'i ¶"(1987)IV'I Unewled !
Proud

So Raven !,Kim

tlithe

Nods:'Roadhouse66"(1904)
Movle: *v2 flopliba Oft ortili esalhkes"(1963) Movie: cc "Harm((1972. Drains)'R'
Kellitillovir
10:
lkwir. "Ado Focus"
:
"Rom
Justin
13
"Grind"
f2003)
I
Movie:
*1
Movie:*** Gratin The Sopranos x
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CLASSIFIEDS
Mom Wipe& Timm Pair liewides Ad Nodes

ADJUSTMENTS
.'er4u8Sital 10 ClieCk the IMP
,nsenicn
Ors ads lor ariy soot Murray
LeVer & lessee Old be reeponsMe tor only one
mowed memo,My arta snouid be reported
owner:Imam so corrections can Ce fraCit

A/ mei ewe advalled beye sysd le lin Mead Fair
Hound Ad, triodi mdis illagal le adman may psdatenw
limitation Of th/Cnilalka Med es tact taloa dig*
handaw familial it ea alai engin or dance to m.o..
in, nada pernieces.lindblious orisanen
Stair lain babid drainimissin desk,teed or adyertrung or
mai estate bawd on Weis in Melon to theme fawned under
lodetal law

DEADLINES
Tuesday
........ ..... _Mon 11 am.
Wednesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Thursday ......
11 cm.
F nday
.....
5 p.m.
Saturday...................Thur 12 p.m.

Kr
knimingh actro any advertising kw real estate whith is
n.4 in violation or dw Liw All persons are hoetry Wormed that all
dwellings advertned aze Amiable on an equal opportunity basis

cir

For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NM Couruei
Rene P %Lon r71til 6441000

me
038
023
030
040
050
060
070
080
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
290
295
300
320
330
340
360
370
300
390
410
425

tagallidlor
NOW
Paw*
Phisidal
lassisislo Vaasa
Last dalffssed
Nap NWAsil
PosillsaWisled
Doessolo&Calloaro
Ilainsis appals*
Eloctrados
computers
Appliance Pens
Wad lb Buy
Addis For Sate
Appliances
Borne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Fenn Equipment
Homy Eyadema*
Sports Equipment
Firewood
inimical
Noble Hose Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Si.
lioblis Homes For Bent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Roma For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Cc/wowed Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Leese

00
438
440
445
450
455
440
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Red Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Si.
Lois For Rent
Finns For Sate
Acreage
Hornet; For Sale
Motorcycles & Alit.
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Catered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Ali 3 Ads Mula Run WO.c Div,0 Pff14.4

$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE EMIR LIU AI2 A1S12 II MIL APPEAR QIS
1LIE AMITE AT ND EXTRA CHARGE,
I I N. I

NIP
,

.15 ust ay - 20 wo 's or ess
Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
r bLind box ads
shperr.c
s
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any sub fr nod1' ir,r

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 WhitheRAve. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
060

060
Hap Wanted

*
A VETERAN
* HONORVeteran's
Day Tribute

Nslri Warded

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray Public Works &
Utilities will receive sealed bids for
crushed limestone. Sealed bids are to be
marked "Bid - Crushed Limestone" and
delivered to the City Clerk's Office by
1:30 p.m. local time on Tuesday,
November 9, 2004. Specifications are
available at the City Clerks Office located
at 104 North 5th St., Murray, KY 42071.
The City of Murray reserves the right to
waive informalities and to reject any and
all bids.

A Special
:

November 11, 2004

70A

*Show past and present Veterans that you care by reserving a space today!

Join Our World Class Organization!!
Pella Corporation, established in 1925, is an industry leader in the manufacturing and sales of high quality windows and doors. For the 5th consecutive year, Pella has been on Fortune's Magazine 100 Best Companies
to Work for list, ranking number 22 for 2004!

INVITATION TO BID
We are looking for team members to join our facility in Murray, Kentucky.

The Murray Public Works & Utilities,
Water & Wastewater Division, will
accept sealed bids on chemicals (bulk
sodium hydroxide - 509k mercury cell
grade, chlorine cylinders, sulfur dioxide,
bulk liquid alum, and sodium fluoride).
Specifications are available at the City
Clerk's Office, 104 N. 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071. Bids are to be sealed
and marked "Bid - Chemicals". Sealed
bids are to be delivered to the City Clerk's
Office by 1:30 p.m. local time on Tuesday,
November 9, 2004. The City of Murray
reserves the right to waive informalities
md to reject any and all bids.

We are looking for new team members to fill PRODUCTION
OPERATOR openings on all shifts.

In Memory of
Orval Brown
Corporal - Army Air Corp
WWII
1942-1945

Only $11
1 per photo

1
*

(only one person
per photo)

We are proud of your service
to our country.
Love,
Your Family

Double spots: $18
40 word limit

DEADLINE: NOV. 5 AT 5PM
........

We are looking for diverse individuals who enjoy a fast-paced manufacturing environment, who are willing to continuously improve and grow as
individuals and as a company. Join team members who respect each other,
share in rewards, and participate in fun internal and external company
activities.

MI MI MN

MI

Bong $11 payment, photo, this form, along with a self-addressed stamped
envelope dunng office hours to 1001 Whitnell Avenue in Murray or mail to
Murray Ledger and Times, Attn: Classifieds. PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
UMIT OF 20 WORDS,PLEASE PRINT

Phone:

:Your Name:

Pella Corporation offers a competitive compensation and benefit package
including health and dental insurance, life insurance, short and long-term
disability insurance, paid vacations and holidays, monthl. bonus, profit
sharing, 401k and numerous other benefits.

ddress:

e

iln Honor/In Memory (circle one) Name of Veteran:
iRank:

It you are a high school graduate or equivalent please apply in person. or
send your application that can be printed from the Internet at http:
//ceao.murraystate.edu/cdc to:

Date of Service:

Branch of Service:
Message

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray Public Works &
Utilities will receive sealed bids for
Concrete. Sealed bids are to be marked
"Bid: Concrete" and delivered to the City
Clerk's Office by 1:30 p.m. local time on
Tuesday,
November
9,
2004.
Specifications are available at the 'City
Clerks Office located at 104 North 5th
St., Murray, KY 42071. The City of
Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject any and all bids.

The Career Discovery Center
1405 N. 12th Street
Murray,KY 42071
(270)762-7080

I.

Successfu,lly passing pre-employment testing is required to be interviewed.
Qualified applicants will be contacted to take the tests at the Career Discovery
Center.
'An Equal Opportunity Employer - hifF/HN. Post offer drug screen and physical
required.

VIEWED To BE THE BEST.®

060

150
Hap Wanted

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR
LIGHT
INDUSTRIAL
Please apply in
person at

Notice

060

()MIL.' 01

I .is

STEVE VIDMER

(4
(
4
\McDonald's

NOW HIRING
MANAGERS
FOR MURRAY
RESTAURANT

General Pr:Mx':
i O. 1.m:
\IKRI.1911.
DI% ORUF/Cl STODN /St PPORT

("R1\11\

1.1
:11(71)1.1

MRS()
\‘I. 1\11 RI.

753-1752
` I\
\\ ‘

REWARD!!
$500.
Items stolen from vehicle including green
army bag covered with
patches. clothing. and
2 CD cases with 50
Bob Dylan, 15 Tom
Waits, and 100 other
artists Call 759-9460.
leave message. No
questions asked.
NOW forming Monday
night 8 ball league at
Breaktime
Billiards.
759-9303
OUR fish are not
square! Sandra D's
Diner, 94 E. 293-3816

The Place to
Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times
SENIOR
photography.
Wedding
Photography.
Call
Lynn's Studio. 7531001. 16 years experience.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Great Benefits:
• Flexible hours
• Bonus Program
• Paid vacation
• Tuition aid program
• Many opportunities for advancement
We offer the area's top restaurant
salaries.
Send resume to: P.O. Box 7809,
Paducah, KY 42002
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
e Murray Electric System is now accepting
pplications for the position of Telephone
ontrol Board Operator. This position requires
mployee to operate telephone system to relay
incoming and interoffice phone traffic. Position
eports directly to MES Customer Service
Manager. Competitive salary based on experinee and communication skills. Apllications can
obtained at the Business Office at 4th &
Olive, between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., M-F.
eadline for applying is November 5th, 2004.
FOE. No phone calls please.

Check us out on the Web!
ei)6b3Diw090000os e

050
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times

Total Clean
Set Up Your Holiday Cleaning Now
and Get 201. Off
\
\
\

Have Mop
Will Travel
-

People Lease Inc.
1406 E. North 12th
St., Murray
Monday and
Wednesday
10:00 am to 2:00 pm

Call 753-1916
060
Hap Worded

Total Cleaning Service
739-4222

200/0 OFF

0

• Bonded & Insured • Windows & Custom Upholstery
Cleaning (Pet Odor)• Stripping & Waxing Floors
• General Cleaning
Owner — Beverly DeVries

270-7394222
541Pd21030ccCCeezONCICIP.1ci

ARBY'S, 507 North
12th St. Now interviewing for immediate 3rd
shift
opening.
Weekends & holidays a

must. Also interviewing
for possible _positions
day & night openings in
December. Apply in
person before 10:00
a.m. or after 2:00 p.m.
OPENINGS available
security and janitorial
positions in Murray
area Call 444-0064.

Had
Dro ens

COMPANY DR1N'EFtS
Run DEDICATED
From Mt. Vernon,
Illinois,
Georgia, & Ohio and
Back!

• Competitive Pay.
• Home Weekly
• Dir. Deposit'
• Excellent Benefits
Olt ner Operators
Welcome
Call Dan
1-800-358-8239 ett 206

BIG
Apple
Cafe.
Experienced servers
wanted. Apply in person. Must be 20 years
of age or older. 1005
Arcadia Circle.
1/3••••••••••••••••••••

The Bull Pen is
now hiring
experienced
chargrill cooks.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
DELIVERY
Drivers
Needed Light delivery,

Local area, Use
vehicle. Cash
weekly.
Day
evening shifts
759-2222 for
information.
GREAT

Part

own
paid
and
Call
more
Time

Opportunity. Evening
hours. Telemarketing/
Fundraising
experience helpful, but not
necessary Excellent
pay. Call 759-2222 for
more info.
LICENSED

Plumber

needed for 2-3 month
Webasto protect
(859)425-6315
(859)425-6349
TRUCK drivers wanted
CDL & good driving
record required. Home
most weekends. Late
model tractors Apply at
Shoemaker
Enterprises, Inc. 100
Old Concord Rd. 7533404

Thursday
10:00 am to 3:30 pm

Aniciss
For Sid
WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors, windows,
kit,
baths.
etc.
Experienced.
4365914, Valene

for
DEPENDABLE CERTIFIED
NURSING

ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN
Contact Anita 731-2473205 EOE
NEEDED: Block layers
for Project in Murray,
KY. November 15
through January 15.
Call 270-350-1133
NOW taking applications for day & night
shift. Apply in person
id Sonic Drive-in. 217
S. 12th Street. No
Phone Calls Please.
OUTSIDE sales professional. A dynami-

cally growing Service
Organization is seeking
candidates with true
professionalism to loin
their team. If interested
in a secure and rewarding Career, contact IES
1-888-547-6218

SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799
TN. LICENSED R.N.
for full time position at
Puryear
Nursing
Home. Home like
atmosphere. Sign on
bonus for perfect applicant. Contact Anita
731-247-3205 EOE
090
Dorms* & Chadors
WILL do house clean
ing, party set up, etc.
Reasonable rates; reliable! 436-6028
LOVING,
Christian
grandma with Master's
degree
in
Special
Education will babysit
anct'or tutor weekends
or evenings (270)7533432
WANTED
homes
and/or offices to clean.
Experienced
and
dependable Call 7594355

FALL Special: 4 bed
room, 2 bath home
great room wtfireplace
Save
$1,000's
$44,995. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris (731)
644-0012. 800-5333568.
Preowned

MAYFIELD area lawn
care business, 15 year

& equipment.

equity

( 2 7 0 )3 4 5 - 2 1 9 1

LOOKING

QUEEN Anne sofa,
nice, blue side chair,
436-2105. leave message

Serious inquines only.

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has.
Collin Silt Loam,
Call Terrell Tidwell

1995

Clayton 14x50, price
includes delivered &
set up, central A/C unit
installed, 2br, 1 bath
$9995. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris (731)
644-0012. 800- 5333568.

753-9075
293-7548
MOM COMPUTERS

A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

1

11111
Wontto Buy

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff,
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum. Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

JUNK cars wanted
Free hauling 293-0319
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 753
4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
Articles
For Sale

2 plots behind "Woman
at the Well" in Murray
Memorial
Garden.
$450 each Call 7538619
with

white
framework.
Perfect
condition.
$150. 753-0270
HOT tub, 5 person,
51-1P, 20 jets, digital

cabinet, light, warranty,
never used, retail
$4,300, sacrifice for
$1,595. 931-538-5777
Trenton
LP Gas Refills. New
100 lb. cyl. & OPD
valves in stock. B&B
Broker, 753-4389

3BR $275 753-6012
NICE 2BR mobile
home and lots for rent
No pets 753-9866

stove. Like new. All
parts for installation.
$200. 753-7853
320
WROUGHT iron glass
Apartments For Rant
top table. 4 chairs,
large folding tables at
Good
Shepherd 1 BR, all appliances,
urnished
$375
Methodist
Church
Bazaar. Nov 6, 8:00- deposit/month, no pets
(2 7 0 )4 3 5 - 4 38 2
2:00
Available November
160
3rd
Ilona Fwniohlop
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
LILLIAN Russell solid starting at
$200/mo.
walnut twin beds, 753-4109
chest, shaving mirror,
round Victorian table 1BR apt available, all
with
marble
top. appliances furnished.
Eastlake marble top Mur-Cal Realty. 753table. 3 small antique 4444.
1BR with study, washchairs. 767-0884
er/dryer included $350
per month. 1BR with
Firavoxl
studio $335 per month
2BR townhouse IBA
FIREWOOD 270-436
washer and dryer
5504
MObld Homes For Sao

1997 nice mobile
home. C/H/A, 14x60,
will pay sales tax and
put it in your name for
$9,000. 437-4465

50

GAS fireplace

WOOD
BURNING
STOVE Regular Buck

BY owner, New move
right in, 3 bedroom. 2
bath home on 3/4 acre
lot within Smiles of hwy
79N. 0 down payment
W.A.C.(731) 644-0012
800-533-3568
CHRISTMAS is coming. Receive a $1,000
Wal-Mart gift card with
the purchase of a new
home only at . Luv
Homes of Paris. 731E42-4046.
NO CASH!! WE CAN
HELP $0 down and a
$1,000 Wal-Mart gift
card with purchase of a
new home 731-6426185

included $410 per
month 753-7559
1BR, 1 bath. W&D,

refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 759-8780.
1BR 1BA central gas
heat & air, all appliances, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, 1 BA, carport
$425 901 Sunny Lane
753-3415
4 bedroom house. 1, 2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
FOR rent one B.R. apt.
furnished, close to
MSU. For info. call 7533474
NICE 2 bedroom, 1
bath duplex, w/d, no
pets, $450/month. 4365927

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Tuesday, November 2, 2004 • 11

%MC'S Offered

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

CONSIGNMENT AUCTION

270-153-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

Mayfield

1131
Apenments For Rent

We now manufacture.'Bu direct.
Order by II

We Specialize in Cleaning'

Exit 22 Purchase Parkway
North Sutton Lane

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Roofing Metal

David's Cleaning
Services

Trading Post

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

1st & 3rd Thursdays Each Month

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •MotiidbiHomes
*Brick "All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Availabk
-We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Drisemos

ESTATE DOLL COLLECTION

David Borders
1270) 767-0313 or (270) 527-7176

SEPTIC
SYSTEM
INSTALLATION And
repair pumping, held
replacement
line
washer beds installed
gravel
Excavating,
driveways and parking
lots installed BRENT
ALLEN
SEPTECH.759-1515,
1-877-335-1500

&

pick up nest day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064• 270-247-8844

David's Home
Improvement

Selling at Two Separate Sales
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$3601 monk Call 7531970. Leave Message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221
. NEW 1 BR apt $150
deposit on Brooklyn Dr.
334-628-6776
. NICE 2BR duplex, no
pets. 753-7457 or 4366357
NOW LEASING
1. 2 8. 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2BR, 1.5BA
townhouse. All appliances, central gas heat
and air, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905

CLEAN room for rent
wtfull house privileges.
64" Big Screen TV, w/d,
surround sound, color
TV in room. Off street
parking. 753-6222
Houses For Rent
2BR house, centra
H&A, wd hookup, no
pets 753-2259, 5278174 $550 a month. 1
month deposit
2BR. 1 bath, C/H/A, 3
N of Murray. Call
after
759-1204
6:00p.m
2BR, 1 bath, remodeled, lake view, about
from
minutes
25
Murray
W+D furnished, $375
mo
Lease+deposit
required
No pets
(573)281-0023
2BR, 753-4860, 7531502
4 bedroom, 3 bath
home, 10 minutes from
MSU Call 753-7313
opt 753-0692
501 South 6th St. Nice
3 bedroom, 1 bath, living, dining, kitchen,
dishwasher,
stove,
refrigerator,
washer/dryer hookups,
screened porch, bonus
room, picket fence
Available now. 7611317
2BR,
REMODELED
1.5BA central gas heat
& air, new appliances,
&
dryer
washer
. hookup. $375 a month,
references, lease, and
deposit. No pets. 7531059
360
Stixage Rentals

PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

,43

For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m.
Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.

WO

, -1‘ 11‘

ESTABLISHED, reputable childcare center
for sale with almost an
acre of land in Murray
Call 270-227-0478 for
appointment.
1
co[ 11wewical
311 prop for rent
OFFICE
or
Retail
space for rent. 404 N.
4th St. 850 sq.ft. or
more. Call 759-3772
380
Pets & Supplies
ADORABLE
poodle
pups 436-6414

DOLLS

OK

,

Climate Controlled Facility With Comfortable
Seating - Concessions Available

FOR Sale: AKC registered chocolate Lab
puppies. Born Oct. 3.
Will be ready for new
home mid November.
$250 Call 753-2767
after 5pm.

270-247-2231
270.24747810270410.0115

460
Homes For Sate
1660 Calloway Ave,
brick house with 3 bedrooms, newly decorated 753-4674
3,000 sq. ft house on
extensively landscaped
lot. 2 car garage. gas
fireplace, 3 bedrooms
plus sleeping loft over
great room. 3 full baths,
kitchen. dinirtg room,
living room, 24'x40'
great room, office,
large walk-in pantry,
covered 16'x24' arbor.
covered porch, large
patio, (doll house)
shed. 759-8918
3BR. 2 bath house,
Preston Heights subdivision. Call 753-0980
after 5pm.
3BR, 2 bath house,
Martin Heights subdivision. Call 753-0980
after 5pm.
3BR, 2BA House, $750
will
down,
owner
finance, located on
Row
in
Govenors
Panorama
Shores
area. Call Dennis it 1800-825-6070.

LIKE new 2000 Polaris
Sportsman
500,
garage kept, only 135
miles, $5.000. Can be
seen at Missing Hill
Campground. Call cell
phone 502-552-6378.
262-227-4250 for additional info.
Yamaha
2002
Banshee. Less than 20
hours. One owner.
Extra sharp $5,500.
759-1854
'97 Yamaha Big Bear
special edition, 4WD,
warn winch, nice condition. $2,600. 293-2696

EDDIE Bauer 4x4
Explorer, needs fly
wheel, $1,800. 9781150. 7am- 10pm

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
s
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

To Consip Your Good 1.193d IBMS Cat

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

GERALD EASLEY, AUCTIONEER

•

2114•4/4

1220 Hopkins
Road • Murray
• 753-0249

s

731-247-5422

'PICK UP & DELIVERY' PROVIDED-

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for Plus all repairs for
home and business
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal. clean out
attics garages. yard
waste. etc. (270)4892583

Vsa & Mastee,ard ikocepted

L--

;i1

D.G
Landscaping &
Nursery
-mulching
•fertilization/overseeding
*welding
*trimming
.pressure washing
•parking lot sweeping
"leaf mulching
435-4431

Will Do Insurance Work

QUALITY painting a
an affordable price Fo
estimates. call 293
3647

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Din?"
753-5827

QUICK
&
Right
Painting, House work.
Yard work, Odd Jobs
(2701761-2559

Painting & Staining,
Carpentry.
Minor
Plumbing, will repair
your old furniture.
given.
Estimates
Phone 435-4682
PAYTON Lawn Care
FREE
estimates.
fertilizing,
Mowing
landscaping, leaf raking, light backhoe work.
Prime: 270-436-5507,
Cell. 270-293-7717
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

R E S I- C 0 M
LLC
Contractors,
Home repair, renovation & building services. concrete & tile, vinyl
siding & replacement
windows
270-2272115. 270-436-5764
LAYTON
Hudson
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work
753-4545 or 492-6265

TENNESSEE Metals,
Inc. 641 North Puryear,
TN 38251 (731)2473222. Monday thru
Thursday 8-4, now
buying tin, iron, cars.
Come by for the best
prices anywhere! Rolloff containers also
available
WATERPROOFING
BASEMENTS
AND
CRAWLSPACES
roof
Underground
drains, surface water
diversions, shoreline
and erosion control
wrap installed storm
BRENT
shelters
ALLEN SEEPTECH.
759-1515, 1-877-3351500

. WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Sport Utility Vehicies
2001 Ford Escape XLT,
174K miles, yellow,
gray intenor, excellent
condition, 4x4, full
power $7,800. 2933370
2000 Ford Explorer
XLS, 92K miles, white,
gray interior. very good
condition_ $8,700. 2933370
Used Cars
1999 Camry, white
one owner, 44,xxx
miles, like new 7538744
1997 Mazda Millennia,
loaded, 64,000 miles,
$6,900, 759-4249
Vans
2002 Dodge Grand
Caravan EX, loaded,
42,000 miles, $16,250
759-4249
2000 Toyota Sienna,
condition,
excellent
less than 48.000 miles.
Call 761-2356
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
A/C. 4 captain's chairs.
new tires, everything,
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition. Call 7679442
500

& ATY's

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353

Precious Moments pieces & various
figurines collected over many years;
Many unique, limited edition and
hard-to-find items; Solid glass curio
display cabinet:. Old lamps, pictures,
dishes, gazing balls, crocks; new &
used furniture, toys, gifts, and a
truckload of air and hand tools; small
appliances; knives; swords; and many
miscellaneous items.

DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer
436-2858

REGISTERED Boston
Terrier puppies $300
each 759-2484
VERY rare AKC Soft
Coated Wheaten terriers. 2 males available,
non shedding, hypoallergenic. great with
children 270-619-6755

David Gailimore Owner
4-5

Approximately

later Darraged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

We build, repair,
and refinish.

VINYL SIDING &
CUSTOM REMODELING

10

408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020

www.trotterswoodshop.com

McGrews

THURSDAY, NOV. 18TH
6:30 PM BOTH NIGHTS
.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

THURSDAY, NOV. 4TH &

Horoscopes

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2004:
Enlist others in your key projects. Though sometimes you
might hear negatives at first,
associates come up with some
never before thought of suggestions. Brainstorthing allows
your ideas to tighten up as well
as your creativity to flow. If
someone, something or some
idea seems a bit out there, don't
close down. Stay open. If you
are attached, your relationship
will flourish with special getaways together. Revive your
bond by adding more intimacy.
CANCER can be touchy.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
** Frustration and anger build.
You could blow like a volcano.
Everyone will duck and act as if
they are walking on eggshells.
The cat might even hide out.
Discuss feelings later and clear
the air. Perhaps someone has
been harder on you than he or
she realizes. Tonight: Chill out.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Use care when driving and
using machinery at work. You
might be accident-prone. Others

might be overly serious; focus on
a discussion in order to clear the
air. Invite someone you need to
talk to out for dinner. Over food,
everyone's mood eases up.
Tonight: Relax at a favorite spot.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** Words don't work. So don't
try to be rational with someone
who might be very feisty. Let this
person chill out. You might not
want to set up boundaries, but
you need to. especially concerning spending and expenses.
Catch up on news with a coworker. Tonight: Schedule a dentist's or doctor's appointment.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
****You mean well, but
someof:k clirse to you wants you
to know how irritated he or she
is. You get the message loud
and clear. Be serious about this
person's needs. Air your perspective in a conversation later.
Tonight: Hop out the door.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Knowing when not to interfere might be significant. Others
act out and seem prone to angry
feelings. You might feel sad or
depressed to be involved with
such cattiness or problems.
Remember, you choose your
responses. Tonight: Nap and
then decide.
,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
****Emphasize what you
want with an eye to positive
change Investigate expenses

and costs before giving the
thumbs up. You might regret
your decision before the day is
over otherwise. Talk through
ideas with others. Welcome
feedback. Tonight: Brainstorming
works and encourages camaraderie as well.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Assume your natural
position of authority. Others
respond to your presentation
and attitude accordingly. You
don't have to be overly assertive.
State your case. You have the
needed authority to command
your ship. Tonight: Go with the
moment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might not like some
of the information you hear, but
you can turn it around in your
favor. Someone might be inadvertently aggressive. Could he or
she be responding to some
latent anger on your part?
Tonight: Discuss and weigh different approaches.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Unfortunately, a partner's
or associate's opinions and
ideas hold more weight than
yours. You could be aggravated.
You might have some strong

words to say, but take action
when it counts. Your impact is
felt in a meeting. Tonight: Accept
plans as they stand.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Others might be a bit
pushy or too strong for your
taste. but you aren't going to
change them. Your leadership,
though generally unquestioned.
gets flak or creates contention.
Instead of taking comments as
personal attacks, open up a
brainstorming session. Tonight:
Join friends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**Dig into your work with energy and enthusiasm. Steer away
from distractions. You might
need to screen your calls or isolate yourself in a more effective
manner. A boss or associate
shares some excellent suggestions. Listen, even if you don't
want to. Tonight: Play it by ear.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your creativity might not
be up to snuff right now.
Evaluate what you are hearing
and investigate what could work.
A partner or associate might
have a suggestion that triggers
you. Run with the conversation,
putting aside a personal reaction. Tonight: Explore options.

Used Trucks

(OLYMPIC PLAZA-MURRAY)

'99 Chevy truck, 2WD.
lowered 4-6, nice.
86,000 miles. $12,500
OBO. 293-5474 or 7531132
'92 F250 ext. cab 4x4
diesel Asking $3,500
753-0888

•Comprekensive Elms for Glasses & Contact Lemes

Rates as of 10/25/2004

"Treatment of Eye Infections
*Large ticketing of Designer frames and urip.Jasse.
'Moo Insurance Accepted

1. U.S. Government

436-2867 Joe's Mower
pickRepair Free
up/delivery.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages. gutters.
iunk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters_
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867

brunds
212 East

ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE, Septic tank
and grease trap cleanMg and repair. ACCeSS
risers installed. 7535933. 1-877-335-1500

2. Federal Income Tax Free Municipal Bonds
Taxabl'

r'ah

I, 50-

4.74%
4.75%

3.Investment Grade Corporate Bonds

7.58%

4. FDIC Insured Certificates of Deposit'

5.75%
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A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
t'f,e
436

Guaranteed Bonds

Guarantetd asS, nmeh paymen,

"Quality Eyecarefor the Entire Family"

530
Services Offered

AFFORDABLE
work removal
2867

-Interesting
ideas

EYES & EYEWEAR

2000 Chevy Silverado
V8 auto $7,500 4926222

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
z 44t
IA •

ARPtTS
.Free In-Home Estimates
*Financing Available
*Window Blinds

*Professional Installation

Bob Jackson
Vice President
Financial Consultant

414 Main St. • Court Square
Murray, Kentucky 42071
270-753-3366 • 800-444-1854

•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
'All Major Brands of Ceramic. Carpet,
Vinyl, Hardwood, Laminate and
Commercial Flooring

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!
Office (866) 936-6600 • Cell: (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com

I-IILLIARD LYONS
DC vv..
'Vs.,. guenre“
.44.0 AN.

J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

•

75 school year.
New officers of Licensed
Practical Nurses District 17 are
Ronnie Pool, Nancy McClure,
Linda Harding and Nell Evans.
Murray State University
Racers won 17-03 over East
Tennessee for the ninth consecutive football triumph without a loss at Stewart Stadium.
40 years ago

A dedication of Murray No.
1 Water District will be tonight
at 7 p.m. with Cong. Frank
A. Stubblefield as the speaker. Mason Thomas is chairman of the board of the district with Edwin Stokes as secretary and A.O. Cohoon as
treasurer.
Helen Hogancamp, supervisor of Calloway County School
Lunch Program, was the speaker at a meeting of the Kirksey School Unit of ParentTeacher Association.
Mrs. Charles Miller, chairman of the "Trick or Treat for
UNICEF- in Murray, reported
a total of $139.17 was collected in the one afternoon
event.

20 years ago

Published is a picture of
Bill Wells, principal of Murray High School, who spoke
at a meeting 9f Murray Kiwanis Club. Also pictured is Chuck
Hulick, club president.
Susan Nancy Hicks, 2,
daughter of Clark and Nancy
Hicks of Red Bay, Ala, formerly of Murray, died Oct. 30
from injuries sustained in a
car accident.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Boggess, Oct. 17; a boy to
Sharon and Harry Furches, Oct.
23; a boy to Angela and Anthony McClure, a girl to Debbra
and Kevin De'Angelo, and a
boy to Joy Beth and John Hatchett, Oct. 25.
30 years ago
Calloway County School
District
will
receive
$1,173,849.97 and Murray City
School District will receive
$821671.61 as local share of
almost $301 million to be distributed by Kentucky Department of Education during 1974-

50 years ago

Dan Shipley and Nelson Garrison left Nov. 1 for induction into the Armed Forces,
according to officials of Local
Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service.
Murray High School Tigers
won 20-14 over Hopkinsville
Tigers in a football game.
Cpl. William E. Hopkins,son
of Mr. and Mrs. Davy Hopkins, is returning to the United States after serving with
Medical Company, 4th Regimental Combat Team in Alaska. He entered the service in
December of 1952.

ContractBridge
Overexposure
South dealer
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•1 9 7 2
Q 109
•Q
*KK 64 3
WEST
EAST
864
•K 5
A 84
V 63
•A 9 7 4 •
•1 10 8 5 3 2
461 1097
+Q5
SOUTH
olliAQ 103
•K 1 7 5 2
•K 6
*A 2
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
I
Pass
2V
Pass
2+
Pass
3*
Pass
4*
Opening lead -- ace of hearts.
Good bidding gets you to the best
contract a very high percentage of
the time. Every bid you mile sends
partner a message, and your partner
replies in kind. Eventually, after a
sufficient amount of information has
been transmitted, one of you chooses
the final contract.
In today's deal, for example,
when South bids one heart, he
announces that he has a hand containing approximately 12 to 21 highcard points. North's raise to two

hearts has a much narrower range,
indicating adequate trump support
and six to 10 points.
Two spades shows values above a
minimum opening, since otherwise
South would pass two hearts. It also
suggests that spades might serve better as the trump suit than hearts.
Three spades guarantees at least
four-card support and willingness to
go on to game in either suit, and four
spades closes the auction.
Unfortunately, these exchanges of
information can sometimes backfire.
As the bidders send their messages
back and forth, the opponents can listen in. and what they hear often helps
them find the best defense.
West took full advantage of the
North-South bidding and found the
killing opening lead. He led the ace
and another heart, and later gave East
a heart ruff to set the contract.
West reasoned that his opponents
had to have at least eight hearts
between them for the opening heart
bid and immediate raise. This in turn
indicated that East had either one or
two hearts, and that he could sooner
or later trump a heart.
Had South adopted a lessscientific approach to the bidding
and jumped directly to four hearts
over two, there would have been no
way to stop him from making that
contract.
Tomorrow: It pays to plan the play.
czoimiongfcm.msichli,

Seizure needs
diagnosis

Pets' miraculous comebacks
launch many a family legend

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published are pictures of
activities at the Youth Agriculture Day by Calloway County Conservation District held
at Ponderosa Farms. Attending were 450 students and
teachers from five local schools.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers won 3-2 over Calloway
County High School Lady Lakers to win the Second District
Soccer Tournament played at
Ty Holland Stadium.
Tammy Gay Garland and
Michael Evans Thompson were
married Oct. 8 at North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
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Thank you ster's dictionary defined it as
.
for printing the letter about 'any of a genus of arboreal
the reincar- American lizards (as the Amernated rab- ican chameleon) that have ...
bit, "Blos- the ability to change color."
som." It has
The letter about "Blossom"
been years brought back memories from
since I had another reader, too. Read on:
such a good
DEAR ABBY: While the letlaugh. 1 had ter about Blossom was funny.
heard
the I have a similar incident that
tale before is true. When I was 15, I
Dear Abby and knew it adopted a cat from the S.P.C.A.
was a joke. I named him Elvis, and he
I'm glad you instantly became part of the
By Abigail
not family. On Aug. 16, 2002 (the
were
Van Buren
25th anniversary of the death
taken in.
It reminded me of a true of the real king), my Elvis
incident that happened in our disappeared. He had missed
household many years ago. My his supper, which was unusubrother, Jack, had two pet green al, so a friend and I went
anole lizards. One day I came looking for him. We didn't find
home from school before he him, but after my friend left
did and found my cat, Yoda, to go home, he called and said
in the lizard tank. I was hor- he had seen a cat up the street
rified to find only one lizard. that looked like Elvis, dead in
I begged my mom to lend the road.
My dad and I took the truck,
me the car and off to the pet
store I went. When Jack came and sure enough, there lay a
home, he found two green gray-and-white striped tabby
lizards, and one with a half- cat. After three hours of mournchewed-off tail in the tank. (I ing and crying in the driveguess it been hiding under the way, we buried him with some
rock.) Jack was old enough to of his favorite toys.
The next morning I woke
know how lizards have babies,
so he was confused as to how up with my eyes still swollen
the third lizard arrived. Caught from crying and looked out
in the act of replacement, I the back door. There lay Elvis
had to 'fess up. Jack was furi- sunning himself. After a
ous at Yoda, but happy to have moment of thoughts flashing
through my head of Elvis
an additional pet lizard.
We still laugh about the unburying himself, I ran outincident. -- KIM IN MASSA- side to make sure it was my
CHUSETTS
cat. It was.
A few months later, while
DEAR KIM: I looked up
the word "anole" and my Web- attending a neighborhood watch
meeting, a neighbor mentioned
that her cat had gone missing. He, too, was a gray striped
By The Associated Press
tabby -- identical to my Elvis.
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 2,
I think sometimes God lets
the 307th day of 2004. There us know how it would feel to
are 59 days left in the year. be without something we love
This is B),cction Day.
without actually taking it away,
Today s Highlight in His- to teach us to be more gratetory:
ful. -- THE KING LIVES ON,
On Nov. 2, 1948, President MIDLAND, TEXAS
Truman surprised the experts
DEAR K.L.O.: Perhaps.
by being re-elected in a nar- Thank you for the timely
row upset over Republican reminder that we should count
challenger Thomas E. Dewey. our blessings.
On this date:
In 1947, Howard Hughes
piloted his huge wooden airplane, known as the "Spruce
Et I_ CI
COI EC..0
Goose," on its , only flight,
which lasted about a minute
WERE YOU ABLE TO GET T14E
over Long Beach Harbor in CalMLSTACZO STAIN OFF OF MY
JACKET SLEEVE?...
ifornia.
In 1959, game show contestant Charles Van Doren
admitted to a House subcommittee that he'd been given
questions and answers in
advance when he appeared on
the NBC TV program "Twenty-One."
In 1976, former Georgia
Gov. Jimmy Carter became the
lf LCD
Air
first candidate from the Deep
South since the Civil War to
be elected president.
(WE SVOWED 40U AN How 1
ANO NOW IRVING'S, 50
In 1979, black militant
'KOLL KNOW 4.111AT 401/RE
Joanne Chesimard escaped
LtsriNcr VCR SALE ..
from a New Jersey prison,
where she'd been serving a
life sentence for the 1973 slaying of a New Jersey state
trooper.
DEAR ABBY:

TodayInHistory

If a pulse irregularity is
present on the Holter monitor, •
you may need medication to
stabilize your heart — or even
a pacemaker to overcome the
arrhythmia.
In any case, your doctor.: ,
has more work to do. He may :
choose to involve a neurolo- :
gist, if necessary.
To give you related information, I am sending you copies
DEAR
READER: of my Health Reports "EpilepIn the eld- sy: The Falling Sickness" and
Dr. Gott er 1 y , "Coronary Artery Disease."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
seizures are
almost concerned about my 70-year- •
By
Dr. Peter Gott never due to old mother who,for many years,
epilepsy, a has been taking Xanax as a
convulsive disorder that usu- sleep aid. She refuses to disally begins in childhood, caus- cuss alternative treatment. What
es an abnormal brain wave are the long-term side effects
(which is typically discovered of this medicine?
by an EEG test), and requires
DEAR READER: Xanax,
long-term therapy with med- a drug used to combat excesication such as Dilantin.
sive anxiety, is commonly preRather, in older folks, laps- scribed for the short-term treates of consciousness(which may ment of insomnia.
progress to seizures) are a comBy and large, it is a safe
mon consequence of brief medication. However, the manstrokes or heartbeat irregular- ufacturer warns that it can
ities.
cause a drug dependence and
If all you had was an EEG symptoms of
withdrawal,
— and no advice — you need including seizures. Side effects,.
more.
which may occur in a small
First, your doctor should percentage of users, include
examine you thoroughly and drowsiness, dizziness, low
check you with blood tests for blood pressure, amnesia, jaunconditions such as anemia. You dice and others.
must have a cardiogram and,
If your mother requires a
perhaps, a Holter monitor, sleep aid and you are conwhich is a cardiogram that is cerned about Xanax, she might
recorded for 24 hours. Using be better off taking a lower
this technique, doctors can often dose. For example, the drug
discover unsuspected cardiac is available in a quarter-milarrhythmias
(irregularities), ligram size that can be brosuch as sudden slowing, that ken in half. Obviously, with a
deprive the brain of oxygen reduced dose, she'll be less likeand lead to fainting.
ly to suffer any consequences.
If these basic studies are
Or she might be helped by
normal, you're probably safe using over-the-counter sleepto drive (with someone to ing pills, such as Sominex.
accompany you). Should you Ask her doctor about this and
have another "lapse," other whether your mother should
testing — such as a carotid taper her dose of Xanax before
Doppler (to check the circula- stopping the drug.
tion in your neck) and MRI
scanning (to check the brain
Copyright 2004, Newspafor signs of stroke) — should per Enterprise Assn.
be performed.
DEAR DR. GOT!': I had
a small seizure while driving.
An EEG was properly performed, but perhaps not properly interpreted
because no
medication
or advice
was given.
I'm 83.

BallyComics

I

I'M CRITICAL 111AT THE Nail HOME
WE FIND HONORS OUR isf0tVIDLIAL
51NLES. .THAT "OUR' HOME IS AN
EQUAL, MANG BLEND Of WHAT5
IMPORTANT TO EACH Of us!

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Dye container
4 Bears sound
9 Sporty truck
12 Yale alum
13 Aden's country
14 Pull gently
15 Brownie
16 Ready to eat
17 Roman fxstrian
18 Edicts
20 Sz option
21 Love —
first sight
23 Fern saint
24 Banished
28 Cleveland

hoopster
30 Wipe out
32 Wading bird
34 It has long
arms
35 Eye makeup
36 Eliza — of "My
Fair Lady"
39 Mineo
of old films
40 Comfort

41 Greet
as a dog
43 Sodium,
in the lab
44 Gyro class
45 Savage
47 Ermine and
mink
50 Touched down
51 ft gives a hoot
54 "Music for

Airports"
COMPOSer
55 Flooded
56 Yak
57 Auction signal

58 Musket's
name, often
59 Birthday no

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Neckline type
— by myself
Petty quarrel
Turn
Say again
Out callers
Before

Answer to Previous Puzzle

000OU @MOO
MOUOMO OOMMUO
OMMO =MOM WEI
MOM OMM
@OM
UOOM BOO @OM@
IMOMM MOM
DO @MO MUO OM
UMBOO MOO
MOO MOM IMMO
MOM
@MO MOM
MO MOM BOMB
OMUMOO OOMOMO
BMW@ MOEN
11-2 C 2004 United Feature Syndicate, Inc

8
9
10
11

marriage
Ken neighbor
Ms Hagen
Famous
mummy
I. to Claudius

17 Hit it oft
19 Exists
20 21 in ancient
Rome
21 Metal eaters
22 Forbidden
24 Alpine flower
25 Burma
neighbor
Frome"
26
Perry's
girl
27
Friday
29 Fat fiddle
31 Promising
33 Cads' rebukes
37 Wine cooler
38 Uninhibited
42 Dixie St
45 Tire problem
46 Lacking
energy
47 Swampy area
48 Famous
numero
49 'Maggie Mar

singer
50 Astonish
52 SeHOUS cored
53 Deli units
55 Tarzny murirle

VC)Ft 13
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The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King 901 Sycamore

753-8355

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football League Standings
All limes CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
New England
6
1 0 857
N.Y Jets
6
1 0 857
Buffalo
2 5 0 286
Miami
1
7 0 125
South
W
L T Pet
Jacksonville
5 3 0 625
Houston
4 3 0 571
Indianapolis
4
3 0 571
Tennessee
3 5 0 375
North
W
L T Pct
Pittsburgh
6
1 0 857
Baltimore
4
3 0 571
Cleveland
3 4 0 429
Cincinnati
2 5 0 286
West
W
L T Pct
Denver
5
3 0 625
San Diego
5
3 0 625
Kansas City
3 4 C 429
Oakland
2 6 0 250
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
Philadelphia
7 0 0 1.000
N Y Giants
5 2 0 714
Dallas
3 4 0 429
Washington
2
5 0 286
South
W
L T Pct
Atlanta
6 2 0 750
New Orleans
3 4 0 429
Tampa Bay
2 5 0 286
Carolina
1
6 0 143
North
W
L T Pct
Minnesota
5 2 0 714
Detroit
4
3 0 571
4 4 0 500
Green Bay
Chicago
2 5 0 286
West
W
L T Pct
St. Louis
4
3 0 571
4 3 0 571
Seattle
Arizona
2 5 0 286
1
6 a 143
San Francisco

National Basketball Association
Standings
All limes CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
0 0 000
New Jersey
0 0 000
New York
0 0 000
Philadelphia
0 0 000
Toronto
0 0.000
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
0 0.000
Charlotte
0 0.000
Miami
0 0.000
Orlando
0 0.000
Washington
0 0.000
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
0 0.000
Cleveland
0 0.000
Detroit
0 0.000
Indiana
0 0.000
-Milwaukee
0 0 000
-WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
Dallas
0 0.000
Houston
0 0.000
Memphis
0 0.000
New Orleans
0 0.000
San Antonio
0 0.000
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
Denver
0 0.000
Minnesota
0 0.000
Portland
0 0 000
Seattle
0 0.000
Utah
0 0 000
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
Golden State
0 0.000
L.A. Clippers
0 0.000
L.A. Lakers
0 0.000
Phoenix
0 0.000
Sacramento
0 0.000

Patrick Hughes, left, harvested his first deer while hunting with his father, Dr. Bob Hughes, during the recent youth
hunt. Ten-year-old Jordan Carr, right, took this doe with a muzzle-loader while hunting with her father. Kevin. It
was Carr's first deer.

Auburn moves into third behind USC and Oklahoma in BCS

By RALPH D. RUSSO
AP Sports Writer
Auburn needs three victories
and a little help to play for a
national title.
The Tigers moved into third
place in the Bowl Championship
Series standings Monday, while
Southern
California
and
Oklahoma held firmly to the top
Tuesday's Games
two spots.
Houston at Detroit, 7 p.m.
The Tigers had been in fourth
Sacramento at Dallas, 7:30 p.m
Denver at L A Lakers, 9:30 p.m.
place in the first two BCS standWednesday's Games
ings, but they took advantage of
Indiana at Cleveland, 6 p m.
Sunday's Games
Miami's upset loss to North
Dallas 31, Detroit 21
Houston at Toronto. 6 p.m.
Milwaukee at Orlando. 6 p m
Buffalo 38. Arizona 14
Carolina on Saturday to creep
Tennessee 27. Cincinnati 20
Philadelphia at Boston. 6.30 p m
closer to the front-runners. The
Washington at Memphis, 7 p.m
Green Bay 28. Washington 14
Hurricanes fell to No. 10.
Miami at New Jersey. 7 p m.
Houston 20, Jacksonville 6
New York at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Kansas City 45, Indianapolis 35
The top two teams in the
Philadelphia 15, Baltimore 10
Dallas at New Orleans. 7 p.m.
BCS standings after the regular
N Y Giants 34, Minnesota 13
Sacramento at San Antonio, 7:30 p m.
season will meet in the Orange
Atlanta at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
Seattle 23, Carolina 17
LA Lakers at Utah, 9 30 p m.
Atlanta 41, Denver 28
Bowl on Jan. 4.
Seattle at L A Clippers, 9 30 p.m
San Diego 42, Oakland 14
USC has a BCS grade of
Pittsburgh 34, New England 20
Portland at Golden State, 9.30 p m
.9895. The Trojans are No. 1 in
Chicago 23. San Francisco 13
Thursday's Games
Washington at Charlotte, 6 pm
Open: Tampa Bay, St. Louis. New
The Associated Press Top 25
Orleans. Cleveland
Cleveland at Miami, 7 p m
and the ESPN/USA Today
Minnesota at Denver, 9:30 p m
Monday's Game
N.Y. Jets 41. Miami 14
coaches poll. They are also tied
with Oklahoma for the best
computer ranking.
The Sooners, No. 2 in both
polls, have a grade of .9648.
Auburn's grade is .9238, placing
third in each poll and the comSEATTLE(AP)-Break out took this job-that if we didn't puter rankings.
The AP media poll and
the checkbook, Washington. The get a longterm commitment,
athletic director hopes to restore then I was just going to be the coaches poll each count for oneHusky football to its old glory interim coach," Gilbertson said.
when he hires a new coach, and
Turner will begin his search
it's probably not going to come immediately. He announced no
cheap.
timeframe but hopes to make the
Washington AD Todd Turner hire quickly.
said Monday that Keith
-They're going to need a
Gilbertson will step down after Ph.D. in coaching," Turner said.
the season, ending an extremely "They need to be people of the
difficult 15 months as Rick highest integrity. with flawless
Neuheisel's successor.
character, who understand the
-It became apparent to me- mission of the university and the
really as early as the first day 1 breadth of the job."

UW's Gilbertson to step
down at season's end

third of a team's BCS grade.
Total points received in the polls
are used. A compilation of six
computer rankings make up the
other third of a grade, with the
highest and lowest computer
rankings for each team thrown
out.
Auburn's BCS ranking is the
highest in school history.
Tigers
coach
Tommy
Tuberville said he would talk to
his team during this off week
about trying to meet increasingly high standards and not being
distracted by all the BCS talk.
, The Tigers finish the season
with games against Georgia
(Nov. 13) at home, at Alabama
(Nov. 20) and the Southeastern
Conference title game (Dec. 4)
in Atlanta.
"I don't think we'll have that
problem with Georgia coming
in," Tuberville said. "Then of
course, the last game it doesn't
make a difference where you're
ranked or where Alabama i‘
ranked going into that game
That's just a battle anyway."
Simply winning out might
not be enough to get the Tigers a
trip to Miami.
A loss by either USC or
Oklahoma would be the simplest way to clear a spot for an

lipwenlelca,4and 3i„pla„,

"Our kids are starting to grow
together, and they're starting to
get the type of chemistry we
want them to have," he
"Everybody's
explained.
learned their roles on this team
and what it's going to take to be
successful. At the same time.
though, we really haven't played
a good game yet. Hopefully, that
will come."

Eyecare Specialties
•Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
*Budget & Designer
Eyewear
Or. Kevin M. Adams •Contacts For Astigmatism
308 S. 12th St. and Bifocals
eMost Insurance Accepted
759-2500

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr gr
studs
G. 7/16 ' 0.5 B
undersiding
H. Masonite wood or vinyl siding

,mpletety &ruled Including C:gx.ret, Floc,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Cluality Materials
I. Self-supporting 2.6
trusted rafters 2 ft 0 C
J. 1/2" plywood/O.S.B.
K Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
pry, M. Overhead steel
door
A N. Steel service door
0. 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2.10 headers
0. 4.4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
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From Page 14
now," Pannunzio noted."
We've got a lot of bumps and
bruises that we need to get
healed up. ... We're going to try
to get healthy this week, but
we're not going to rest. We're
going to continue to work hard
in practice and get ourselves
ready for the final two weeks of
the season."
The waning weeks of the
2004 campaign now have meaning for the Racers, thanks in
large part to their ability to finally break their road hex.
In addition to its four-game
losing skid away from home,
Murray had won just eight of 29
road games under Pannunzio
heading into last weekend's
play. Coupled with a 10-18-2
all-time record at Roy Kidd
Stadium, the prospects for a
Racer victory didn't seem probable.
That trend appeared to be
continuing as MSU fell behind
the Colonels 13-0 in the first
half. But the Racers refused to
fold, battling back to tie the
game with a 4-yard Chad Cook
run in the third quarter and a 5yard Adam Fisher pass to
Rumley in the fourth period to
force overtime.
In the extra session, the
urray defense stiffened to
allow only a 42-yard Phil Kuhl
field goal. Cook then gave the
Racers the win with a 2-yard
coring run.
his
Pannunzio credited
's resolve in the comeback
ffort.

Auburn, unless the Trojans lose.
Catching the Sooners is a different 'story. The Tigers are 49
points behind Oklahoma in the
AP poll and 50 in the coaches'
poll.
The Sooners remaining
schedule isn't as formidable as
Auburn's, with Texas A&M,
Baylor and. Nebraska. If the
Sooners reach the Big 12 title
game, they'll get another game
against one of the relatively
weak members of the Big 12
North.
The Tigers could sway the
voters by beating good teams
while the Sooners win unimpressively.

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST!
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

MONESSEN

II Racers ...

unbeaten Auburn team. But the
Tigers might not even need tp be
that fortunate.
A difficult remaining schedule could work in Auburn's
favor. Georgia is ninth in the
BCS standings, Alabama is 5-3
and the SEC title game will be a
rematch with Georgia or
Tennessee, which is eighth in
the BCS standings.
A separate strength of schedule component was removed
from the BCS standings this season, but the computer rankings
still take it into account, as do
poll voters.
Catching USC in the polls
would be close to impossible for

MURIA_ I

SUPPLY COMPANY
Your Hardware. Electrical and Plumbing Professiora Inc.
200-206 IL Main • 755-3361

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w/ vinyl siding
Deluxe Models wi hardboard siding
1 1/2 CAR (12.20)
$6.775 1 1/2 CAR (12.20)
57.275
57.975
2 CAR (18.20)
S7,575 2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE CAR (22.22)
57.995 (22.22)
58.375
S8.475
2 1/2 CAR (24.24)
$8.075 2 1/2 CAR (24.24)
S9.175
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24.30)
S8.775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24.30)
S10,575 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24.36)
510.975
(24.36)
$11,075 LARGE 3 CAR (30.30)
S11.475
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
(30x40)
$14,875 (30.40)
$15,275
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT - CALL US'
Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www.bbgarages.com

Your Only Local Authorized Monessen Dealer

Alexander & Associates
Integrating a faith-based perspective with
psychological principles to treat the whole person.
Services
• Marriage and Family Life • Adolescent Adjustment
• Career Counseling • Substance Abuse/DUI
• Mood Disorders
Mon.- Thurs.,9 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Tues. Evening by Appt.
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G. Steven Alexander, Ph.D.• Debbie Scarks, M.A.• 300 Main St.• Murray • 759-313/1
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• Married to Velvet Jones Milkman
• In his 17th year teaching Economics at
Murray State University
Involved in evaluation of many school grants
including Project Tahoe, which benefits both
Murray Independent and Calloway County Schools
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Brooks adament about Hudson's job security
UK coach says that despite offense ranking
last in the country (117), Wildcat offensive
coordinator's job isn't in jeopardy

AP Photo

Kentucky
coach
Rich
Brooks yells at his punter
following a 15-yard punt in
the first quarter against
Auburn at Jordan-Hare
Stadium in Auburn, Ala.,
last Saturday.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky
officially has the worst offense in majorcollege football, but coach Rich Brooks
reiterated his support Monday for his
offensive coordinator, Ron Hudson.
Mired in a six-game losing streak, the
Wildcats (1-7, 0-5 Southeastern
Conference) are averaging 259.3 yards of
total offense per game — 117th out of
117 NCAA Division I-A teams.
Kentucky isn't faring much better in
scoring offense, ranking 114th with 13.9
points per game.
"We are totally unsatisfied with our
offensive production; extremely disappointed, as is everybody who follows
Kentucky football," Brooks 'said.
"Having said that, I have total confidence
in Ron Hudson and in what we're doing."
In its lone win, over Indiana,
Kentucky scored 51 points — a result

Brooks on Monday called "an aberration." In their seven losses, the Wildcats
are averaging 8.6 points as they head into
their contest Saturday against No. 9
Georgia (7-1, 5-1).
During the last 20 years, only two
Kentucky teams, in 1994 and 1996, averaged less than 300 yards per game. Those
teams averaged 13.6 and 12.6 points per
game, respectively.
"The quality of the coaching, although
we're not pleased with the results, is not
my biggest concern right now," Brooks
said. "My biggest concern is to continue
to recruit talented, SEC-type athletes into
this program."
Brooks said a friend sent him an
October clipping from an Oregon newspaper that included 1993 quotes from
Brooks, who was then the Oregon coach.
The quotes offered an impassioned

defense of that team's offensive coordinator, Mike Bellotti. Brooks noted
Monday that Bellotti, who is now
Oregon's head coach, helped the Ducks
reach the Rose Bowl after the 1994 season and the team has become a perennial
power under Bellotti.
Brooks, in his second season at
Kentucky, said he would expect the
Wildcats' offense to improve next season
but that it might take two years before the
program rises to the level "where it needs
to be.
"Situations, talent and coaching predicate results," Brooks said. "Our situation
is not good, our talent level could be better and our coaching probably could be
better. But the architect of what we're
doing is totally qualified to do it, and
when given the right set of circumstances
at Kentucky, it will be productive.
"I stand firmly behind this coaching
staff."
Senior wide receiver Gerad Parker
said Kentucky players havenit given up
on the season.

"It's tough to come in here and have to
answer the same questions every week,"
Parker said."We've only got three left, so
something's got to change and it's got to
change quick."
Kentucky's offensive problems aren't
isolated to one area, Parker said.
"It's been a lot of different things," he
said. "To be able to put your finger On
one of them would be wrong. The biggest
thing has been inconsistency. At one
point, one part of it will work, and at
another point, something else will fall
apart. That's where we're at. Something
always is not clicking on the right cylinder."
Brooks said that while he appreciates
the support offered last week by Athletics
Director Mitch Barnhart and university
President Lee Todd, he felt embarrassed
that they had to endure questions about
his situation. "It doesn't make me feel good that
they have to even be in the position to
come up and say something like that."
Brooks said. "I'm disappointed with
where we are right now."

Coach: bye week comes
at good time for Racers
AP Photo

New York Jets wide receiver Wayne Chrebet catches a
pass and runs for a touchdown during the first quarter as
Miami's Antuan Edwards chases after him Monday night
at Giants Stadium in East Rutherford, N.J.

Pennington, Jets
embarrass Dolphins
EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J.
i AP) — The New York Jets
threw their heavyweight running
back at the Miami Dolphins.
After Curtis Martin had rushed
for 115 yards, he turned the
ground game over to his backup,
LaMont Jordan.
And
Jordan
matched
Martin's total as the Jets blew
away the once-proud Miami
defense in a 41-14 romp
Monday night.
The Jets' 275 yards rushing
were the most by any NFL team
this season. In all, they gained
472, Chad Pennington passed,
for three, touchdowns and the
defense harassed Jay Fiedler
into a horrendous performance
with four sacks. New York also
forced three turnovers in moving into a tie atop the AFC with
New England and Pittsburgh at
6-1.
"We said we have to go out
and become a better team
tonight.- said Martin, who is 16
yards
behind
Pittsburgh's
Jerome Bettis for sixth in career
rushing with 12,467. "We have
to put a dagger right in their
heart, and we finished it off
tonight.They did it with a brilliant I 2 punch from the backfield.
Martin came out after tweaking
his right knee in the third quarter

and the Jet, didn't miss a step
with Jordan on the field,
"We always talk about being
a 1-2 punch,- Martin said after
his fifth 100-yard game of the
year. "And you could see that
from us tonight."
Jordan, who will be a free
agent after the season, got the
second 100-yard game of his
career. He scored on a 25-yard
run in the fourth quarter; Martin
had a 25-yard TD run in the
third period.
"The guys up front are very
focused and we're running
downhill," said Jordan, who
entered the game with 48 yards
rushing, a mere 635 behind
Martin, who was second in the
league to Kansas City's Priest
Holmes entering the weekend.
"Today we were clicking on all
cylinders and to do it against a
great Miami Dolphins defensive
team should tell people a lot
about the New York Jets
offense."
It also says a lot about how
far the Dolphins (1-7) have fallen. Not only didn't they look
like the fourth-ranked defense in
football, they were downright
inept after Randy McMichael's
21-yard touchdown catch tied it
7-7 with 4:35 left in the first
half.

CHARLES BERTMAN/Lexington Herald-Leader

Junior tailback Nick Turner (22) is gang tackled by Eastern Kentucky defenders Brian Holt, Derrick Huff and
Chad Dewberry during last week's action at Roy Kidd Stadium in Richmond. Turner and the Racers now have a
bye week before hosting Tennessee-Martin on Nov. 13.
tired. We all need a break, so
By SCOTT NANNEY
it's coming at the perfect time
Sports Editor
For the first time this sea- for us," said the fifth-year
son, the Murray State Racers Racer head coach, whose team
have put together a two-game broke a four-game road losing
streak with last Saturday's
winning streak.
Having jumped back into thrilling 19-16 overtime victothe Ohio Valley Conference ry at rival Eastern Kentucky.
The win vaulted Murray (5race and with momentum
squarely on the Racers' side, 4, 4-2 OVC) into sole possesnow would be the wrong time sion of second place in the
league standings, just one-half
for a bye week, right?
Not according to MSU head game ahead of the Colonels
coach Joe Pannunzio, who and Eastern Illinois and a
says this week is the right game back of first-place
week for a break after his Jacksonville State.
The Racers could earn at
squad just went threw a grueling seven-week stretch of least a share of the conference
crown if they close the season
games.
"I'm tired and the kids are with victories over Tennessee-

Martin and Tennessee State, health concerns for now.
and if the Gamecocks stumble
The banged-up Racers hope
in one of their last two contests the bye week will allow them
against either Eastern Illinois, to heal before they resume
or Southeast Missouri State.
play against the Skyhawks on
In the case of a tie, howev- Nov. 13 at Roy Stewart
er, JSU would claim the Stadium, where MSU is a perleague's automatic bid to ,the fect 4-0 this season.
Division I-AA Playoffs by
Murray is hopeful of getvirtue of its 35-14 triumph ting injured tight end Jimmy
over the Racers last month in St. Louis back on the field
Jacksonviille, Ala. Two MSU against UTM. Junior wide
wins and two Jacksonville receiver Daniel Rumley is also
State losses would give the battling an injury, but played
Racers the title outright.
through pain last weekend at
While the scenarios are EKU.
exciting to everyone in the
"We're just like everybody
Murray State camp, Pumunzio else in college football right
said those possibilities will
have to take a backseat to •See RACERS Page 13

Kidd,Houston startseason on injured list
Former Wildcat
Bogans traded
to expansion Bobcats
By The Associated Press
When the NBA season tips
oft. the New Jersey Nets will be
ithout All-Star Jason Kidd, and
Allan Houston of the New York
Knicks will he on the injured
list, too.
But an ailing Shaquille
O'Neal will be on the Miami
Heat's roster, and Alonzo
Mourning, less than a year after
getting a kidney transplant. will
be suiting up for the Nets.
Kidd had surgery on his left
knee in July and just started running on Monday. He has not
practiced with the team and was
placed on the injured list with

center Jabari Smith (left ankle
sprain) and Awvee Storey (left
ankle sprain).
But Mourning. who had, a
kidney transplant in December
and scored 12 points in 19 minutes in his first game back on
Thursday. is on the active roster.
He'll be ready to face O'Neal if
the Heat's new center is healthy
enough for the season opener on
Wednesday.
O'Neal is still bothered by a
strained left hamstring, yet the
11-time All-Star hopes to play at
New Jersey. He missed most of
Miami's practice Monday.
Miami did place Dorell
Wright (abdominal strain),
Jerome Beasley (lower back
strain) and Matt Freije (upper
respiratory infection) on the
injured list.
For the Knicks. Houston will

-4'

start the season on the injured
list because of chronic pain in
his left knee. He sat out the final
32 games of the regular season
and the playoffs last season
because of knee pain.
Bobcats
Charlotte acquired guard
Keith Bogans from Orlando for
forward Brandon Hunter. then
placed Bogans on the injured list
because he has not had a physical. Forwards Jamal Sampson
(right ankle) and Theron Smith
(right knee) were also put on the
injured list.
Pistons
The defending NBA champions placed forward Ronald
Dupree (back spasms) and
guards Horace Jenkins (back
spasms) and Smush Parker
(right quad strain) on the injured
list.
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Nuggeb
Denver forwards Arthur
Johnson (right hamstring), Mark
Pope (knee tendinitis) and
Nikoloz Tskitishvili (knee tendinitis) were put on the injured
list.
Bulk
Chicago bought out the last
two years of forward Eddie
Robinson's contract, making
him a free agent.
Grizzlies
Memphis waived veteran forward Bo Outlaw and guard Troy
Bell. and placed Andre Emmett.
Ryan Humphrey and Antonio
Burks on the injured list.
Hawks
Atlanta placed guards Tony
Delk (right knee) and Donta
Smith (back strain) and forward
Chris Crawford (right knee) on
the injured list.
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AP Photo

New Jerseys' Jason Kidd watches from behind the Nets
bench as the Nets play the Philadelphia 76ers last
Thursday in East Rutherford. N.J. Kidd will sit out
tonight's season opener.
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